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ABSTRACT
An ultrahigh vacuum system capable of performing temperature programmed desorption 
(TPD) has been built. TPD was used to study the interactions of various gases with a crystal 
surface of gallium arsenide. Collection of data and controlled heating are accomplished by 
using a computer interface to a Mega XT personal computer. The programs necessary for 
controlling the experiment were developed by T.R.Gow [1).
The crystal is cooled to about 93 K by pouring liquid nitrogen into the sample 
manipulator. The gas to be absorbed is then put into the system by use of the leak valve/gas 
manifold system. The gas is allowed to enter the system for a known amount of time at a 
certain pressure. The quantity of gas entering the system is an important function of how 
much gas is actually absorbed on the surface, thus it is extremely important to know if 
quantitative results are to be examined. Once the dosing is complete, the excess gas is removed 
from the system. Then the temperature of the crystal is linearly ramped at 10 K/second. While 
the crystal is heating, the partial pressure of the desorbing gas is measured by the mass 
spectrometer and recorded by the computer. Combination of the temperature and pressure data 
produces the thermal desorption spectra (TDS) desired.
TPD desorption experiments were perfonned with water as the gas. The surface was 
prepared in such a way to yield a 4 x 6 gallium rich surface [3). The spectra acquired was 
compared with that of Mokwa, et. al. [2]. Mokwa. et. a). (2) has shown that the water 
desorption peak extends until 630 K for large dosages o f water. The kinetics o f the desorption 
is believed to be first order.
The data obtained in this study did not observe desorption at above 400 K, contradictory
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to Mokwa, et. al. [2]. The experiments that were performed observed the temperature region 
between 95 K and 600 K. The spectra obtained by Mokwa, et. al. [2] is slightly skewed due 
to the fact that the dosing does not take place at a low enough temperature. The dosing 
occurred at 250 K in the spectra obtained by Mokwa, et. al. [2J. The spectra obtained in this 
research must be reproduced before any conclusions about the desorption can be inferred. 
Figures 1 and 2 contain the spectra acquired. It appears that multi-layers of water come off the 
surface below 200 K. As dosages increase, especially for crystal 2, desorption is observed 
between 200 and 400 K. Comparing this spectra to that of Mokwa, et. al. [2], one will notice 
that they differ significantly. In Figure 2, the desorption ceases at 400 K, meanwhile for a 
similar dose the spectra from Mokwa, et. al. [2J desorbs until 500 K. The order of the 
desorption can not be determined accurately from the data obtained in this study.
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INTRODUCTION
Advances in the development of semiconductors has been largely due to great advances 
in materials research. Surface science research has provided a path in which the electronic 
structure of a semiconductor surface and its interface may be studied.
The purpose of this research project is to acquire temperature programmed desorption 
(TPD) data on a gallium arsenide crystal. Before the details of this research project are 
addressed, an explanation of what TPD is will given.
Temperature programmed desorption is a very common technique in surface science, 
ll involves a scrupulously clean sample, with a reproducible surface structure, and a known 
amount of gas exposed to the crystal surface. The absolved gas is forced off the crystal by 
heating. The crystal is heated in such a fashion (off-set/PID control) that the surface 
temperature varies linearly with respect to time. As the temperature of the crystal increases, 
the thermal energy of the absorbed gas increases until the molecules of gases hav* enough 
energy to have the crystal surface. The rate at which the molecules leave the surface is 
determined by measuring the partial pressure with a mass spectrometer. Thus a relationship 
between partial pressure of desorbing gas and the temperature of the crystal can be developed. 
This relationship can be used to detennine the kinetics, activation energy, and the rate constant 
of the desorption of the chemisorbed gas [4].
The importance of surface science studies is found in many real world applications. At 
a fundamental level, surfaces exhibit an essentially perfect periodic 3 dimensional coordination. 
An example of modem surface experimentation is the understanding heterogeneous catalysis.
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The increase of reaction rates of certain chemical interactions with a solid catalysis must result 
from the interaction of at least one of the constituent chemicals when it is absorbed on the solid 
surface, and its enhanced ability to interact with the other constituent(s) in this state [5],
The surface experimentation must be done in an ultra-high vacuum because it must be 
possible to define conditions. During surface studies it is necessary to keep the surface very 
clean and characterized. By clean it is meant that when absorbing gases on the solid surface, 
the surface must be available so that the gas can absorb and interact with the surface freely [3]. 
If an experiment were conducted at 1 atmosphere, the gas of interest would find it very difficult 
to come into contact with the surface,
Prior to adsorbing the gases onto the crystal surface the crystal is processed in a way 
that the surface structure is known and reproducible. That is to say that the crystal lattice is 
known. The reason for the need of a reproducible surface is to validate the results. The 
knowledge of the precise surface structure is necessary because, the chemical interactions 
between the solid and gas are influenced on the positioning of the crystal lattice. Or to put 
another way, the interactions at the surface may be structure sensitive [3].
The ultra-high vacuum environment also leads itself very nicely to excellent resolution 
for various types of spectroscopy. The resolution of various spectroscopies are improved in an 
ultra-high vacuum environment. Temperature programmed desorption uses mass spectroscopy.
With the quantity of information that can be gathered from a TPD study, construction 
of a system to perform the experiment is well warranted. A number of experimental systems
i
capable of TPD studies have been constructed in the Masel research group. Large quantities 
of research has been done on single crystal surfaces o f silicon by the Masel research group. 
This research, and similar research done by many other scientists have generated a large
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quantity of information on this popular semiconductor. Advancement in technology of the 
semiconductor industry can be facilitated by the investigation of other semiconductor materials, 
such as gallium arsenide.
It was once believed that gallium arsenide would replace silicon as the preferred 
semiconductor material [7]. The major nremise being that gallium arsenide would provide the 
same functionalities as silicon at a much faster rate. Unfortunately, substitution of gallium 
arsenide for silicon lias not been developed in an economically feasible manner. Nonetheless, 
gallium arsenide has found its own special niche in the electronics industry. It possess functions 
that silicon cannot do at all, or only at a price disadvantage [7].
The market place for gallium arserdde includes compact disc players, police radar 
detectors, laser printers, cellular telephones, and televisions. Microelectronics system 
manufactures are increasing their use of gallium arsenide as improvements in chip design and 
reliability are developed. A TPD study definitely helps unfold some of the previously 
unanswered questions pertaining to gallium arsenide. Wafer growth teclinology could benefit 
tremendously from an increase in the technology of gallium arsenide. For instance, it is 
desireable to grow more reproducible and more uniform wafer in larger sizes with better 
electrical and mechanical quantities.
The ability to acquire TDS from a crystal surface of gallium arsenide is a milestone that 
needed to be crossed. The future of gallium arsenide is becoming viable as more information 
about it's behavior is understood. The system is capable of acquiring TDS for other gases. The 
information acquired in this experiment may be applied to assisting other types of surface 
studies with gallium arsenide. In a sense this project has unleased a infinite number of 
questions, a scientist’s dream. An analysis of the spectra that have been acquired will be
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performed upon acquisition of more data. Initially it seems that the desorption that occurs 
below 200 K is due to multi-layers of water on the sample surface. The peak temperatures for 
different dosages occur at nearly the same temperature, thus the desorption process may be 
inferred to be first order. Seven spectra ate not near enough evidence to warrant the acceptance 
of any hypotheses, but it is definitely motivation to believe that the questions will soon be 
answered.
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SURVEY OF LITERATURE
The determination of the activation energy, the rate constant, and the rate order for the 
desorption of a chemical species from a crystal surface may be determined from a thermal 
desorption spectra. A thermal desorption spectra is acquired when the pressure of the vacuum 
chamber is measured as the crystal is heated. Through the use of an ultra-high vacuum 
chamber, the background pressure is minimized, and the rate of desorption from a crystal 
surface can be related to the chamber pressure. By using a mass spectrometer that is equipped 
to measure the partial pressure at different atomic mass units, reactions between the chemisorb 
gas and the surface can be determined [4].
A quantitative analysis of a thermal desorption process will unfold the relationships 
between tire information contained in a spectrum and the processes that govern the desorption. 
When a gas is released Into an ultra-high vacuum at a constant rate, the system pressure 
increases. When the system pressure stabilizes, the rate o f gas entering the system equals the 
rate at which gas is removed from the system, lliis  can be shown by the relationship:
L » K * S * P „  (1)
When the desorption begins,the rate of reabsorption is assumed negligible. This is a 
valid assumption if the pumping speed is sufficiently high [4]. Another assumption that is 
necessary is that the rate of the desorbed gas absorbing to the walls of the chamber is 
negligible. This is an assumption that may be erroneous depending upon the materials of the 
walls and the desorbed species. Using these two assumptions and performing a material balance 
within the chamber yields:
A ♦ N (t) + L = (K * S * F) + (K * V * (dP/dt)) (2)
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Combining equations (i)  and (2) yields;
(dP7dt)+  P7t * a * N (!) (3)
where: P# = P - P,,
a * A /  (K * V)
t  s  V /  S (characteristic pumping time)
Equation (3) shows that the desorption rate, N(t), is proportional to the rate at which 
pressure in the system changes with time.
The desorption from a crystal surface is assumed to emulate the following equation [4]:
N(t) = -do/dt » vll(Texp(-E^RT) (4).
In this experiment the temperature of the crystal was increased linearly with respect to time. 
The equation for the temperature of the crystal is:
T = T, + Pt (3).
RedhewJ [4| has shown that T, is independent of coverage for first order desorption processes 
with a constant activation energy of desorption (Ed). E* can be determined within 2% [8] by 
the following equations for first older kinetics:
EJRTf » ln(vT /^p) - 3.64 (6)
and for second order kinetics:
EJRT,1 = (crv/p) * exp(E-/RT,) (7).
It has also been shown that the characteristic shapes of the pressure versus temperature plots 
for first and second order kinetics arc distinct (4). The shape of the first order kinetics is 
asymmetric while the shape of the second order is symmetric Two things should he mentioned 
here, first the rate of heating must provide a linear increi.se in the sample temperature with 
respect to time. Secondly the pumping speed must be sufficient to prevent reabsorption.
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For first order kinetics, Tp will not vary with increasing gas coverage. Conversely, for 
a second order process, T, will vary will increasing coverage, decreasing as the coverage 
increases. This has been shown by [4], 18], and [9], and provides the experimentalist with a 
tremendous tool for a quick visual analysis of spectra.
The linear increase in the temperature of tlie sample is a difficult task. The current 
being supplied to the crystal must be varied in such a way to accommodate the changing 
physical characteristics of the experimental set-up. The resistance of the crystal varies with 
temperature and must be accounted for. Tlie differences in the thermal expansion of the sample 
clips and tlie crystal account for a variation in the observed resistance of the sample and must 
also be accounted for. To overcome these obstacles a control system that provides a feed 
forward and feed back control are utilized. The feed forward and feedback control are furnished 
by a control program that offers an offset/PID control scheme.
The preparation of tlie surface is done by chemical etching followed by extended 
annealing. This procedure should provide the crystal with a 4 X 6 gallium rich surface |3J [9|. 
No surface characterizations were possible due to limited experimental possibilities, but the 
behavior of the GaAs(lOO) surface has been well documented by |3] to afford the assumption 
that the surface is characterized.
Thermal desorption of water from a single crystal of GaAs (110) has been done [2] 
using similar experimental conditions. Tlie desorption of water was concluded by |2 | to occur 
between 300 and 630 K. Tlie behavior of the desorption process simulated that of a first order 
process. Tlie temperature at the maximum rate of'desorption did n«»t shift with coverage. Also, 
the spectra was asymmetric about that temperature (35ft K> |2 |.
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I dSIQN CONSIDERATIONS
There is an incredible amount of considerations that must be accounted for when 
designing an ultra-high vacuum chamber. A lot of work has been done with ultra-high vacuum 
techniques, thus making the task of building a new vessel a little less than incredible. The 
number of considerations that went into this research are too numerous to mention, therefore 
1 will describe some of the more pertinent design issues that were confronted. The construction 
of the chamber is an extremely important part of an ultra-high vacuum apparatus. The material 
of construction was 316 stainless steel. All the joints in the vessel were either made by TIG 
welding or metal gasket flanges. The flanges were sealed by the use of copper gaskets. The 
flanges contained a stainless steel knife edge that physically cut into the copper gaskets. The 
chamber, including the gaskets, welds, and flanges must be able to withstand thermal cycling. 
The thermal cycling is necessary because heating the system is necessary to decrease the gas 
flux from the walls of the chamber. Without the thermal cycling it may not be possible to 
achieve an ultra-high vacuum in a reasonable amount of time.
Understanding what the different sources of pressure in the chamber are prior to pump 
down will provide the insight necessary to build the chamber. When the pumping begins the 
volume gas is removed. Then the surface desorption occurs, after that the out-diffusion from 
the solid, and finally permeation through the chamber walls. The surface desorption, out- 
diffiision, and permeation are all functions of temperature. The rate of surface desorption and 
out-gas diffusion can be tremendously increased if the walls of the <!>aml>«r are heated. The 
rate of desorption and out-gas diffusion are extremely slow at room temperature, in order to
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decrease the chamber pressure quickly, the chamber is heated. Once the pressure has 
equilibrated, the chamber is allowed to cool back to room temperature. Since the number of 
molecules adsorbed to the surface and the number inside the walls of the chamber have been 
lowered, the number desorbing has been decreased also. The pressure within the chamber is 
tlien attributed only to permeation and desorption from the surface of the chamber. Thus the 
chamber and its part must be designed to handle thermal cycling. The typically temperature 
during the heating is 150 C.
Thermal cycling is something that must be done if the chamber is achieve a good 
vacuum. But prior to the bake-out, during the assemblage of the chamber, the cleanliness of 
the materials can provide the difference between an ultra-high vacuum and a good house 
vacuum. Scrupulously cleaning the vessel begins with a diversey acid wash. Followed by a 
rinse in water, acetone, and methanol. The location of a fingerprint anywhere inside the 
chamber could prove to be detrimental to achieving a good vacuum. Titus gloves should be 
worn during the rinsing with methanol and assembling of the apparatus.
The pumping system itself is a very important part of the research and thus it’s operation 
deserves explanation. A tuibomolecular pump is used in this experiment. The turbo pump itself 
is not suited for the viscous region, therefore a roughing pump is also used. The roughing 
pump is used to evacuate the chamber. A controller is used to engage the turbo pump after the 
roughing pump has removed the volume gas from the chamber. The turbo pump accomplishes 
compression by momentum transfer from high speed blades to the gas molecules. The relative 
velocity between the slater blades and the slotter blades increases the possibility that a gas 
molecule will be expelled by the pump [11|. The stages near the inlet have a high pumping 
speed low compression ratio. The stages near the outlet have a low pumping speed and a high
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compression ratio. The result is that the molecules that are caught by the blades and are 
expelled outward against a large pressure drop 16]. If a sample should fall into the turbo 
blades, the pump may be damaged beyond repair. To prevent this from happening, tlte turbo 
is mounted perpendicular to the sample, not below it.
Within the Survey of Literature section, I mentioned that a sufficient pumping speed 
must be necessary if the partial pressure data collected is to be meaningful. It has been suggest 
by Chan, et. al 19] that the product of the characteristic pumping time and tlte heating rate be 
less than two. For this system the value is less than one for nitrogen.
Besides for achieving an ultra-high vacuum, many other considerations must be made 
to build a system capable of temperature programmed desorption. The main considerations are 
the sample heating and mounting, introducing gases into the chamber, data acquisition, and 
movement of the sample within the system.
The heating of the semiconductor, gallium arsenide, is done by passing current through 
the material. Since it is a semiconductor, it will conduct current. This conduction causes the 
sample to increase in temperature. It is desired to increase the sample temperature linearly 
with respect to time in order to facilitate die data analysis. The control system used 
incorporated both feedforward and feedback control. The feedforward is provide*, by an offset 
profile. This offset profile provides the control program with an outline of the heating profile 
necessaiy to achieve a linear temperature ramp. The feedback control is acquired by a PID 
controller. The PID controller adjust the actual heating value from the offset profile in order 
to yield a smooth temperature ramp. The need for this elaborate heating control program is due 
to physical characteristics of the sample and the sample mounts. The resistance of the sample 
varies with temperature, thus the current supplied to the sample must be varied. The resistance
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between the clips and the sample is also a function of temperature due to their different thermal 
expansion coefficients.
The contact between the sample and the clip must be consistent across the crystal in 
order to provide a smooth distribution of current across the sample. A consistent temperature 
on the sample surface will be achieved if the current is distributed evenly across the sample. 
Making the tantalum clips for holding the sample properly is done by using a piece of metal 
of precision thickness that corresponds to the thickness of the sample.
Monitoring the temperature of the crystal is accomplished by mounting a type K 
thermocouple on the tantalum clip. The feedthrough contains connections for the type K 
thermocouple. The reference for the temperature measurements was liquid nitrogen. This 
provided accurate measurements at very low temperatures. The voltage from the thermocouple 
is sent through a prt-amplifier, a fourth order butterwoith filter, and into the computer.
Mounting of the clips to the feedthrough was made possible by means of machined 
copper mounts. The copper mounts are machined such that the sample clips are held ‘ 
perpendicular to the feedthrough. The clips have a 90 angle the realigns the sample parallel 
to die chamber. The current is passed through the copper feedthrough to the copper mounts. 
The copper mounts conduct the current through the clips thereby heating the crystal.
Introducing gases into the system was necessary to allow them to adsorb on the crystal 
surface. A commercially manufactured leak valve was used to allow minute quantities of gas 
into the system. The leak valve is an intricate piece of machinery, being that it can control the 
flow of gases to pressures of 10 n torr*l/sec. The gas manifold is the means by which gases 
are allowed access to the leak valve. The gas manifold is equipped with live Nupro needle 
valves. One of the valves allows the connection between the manifold itself and the leak valve.
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H it other four valves provide connection to four ports. Two of the ports are used to introduce 
gases to the system. One port is used for a pressure transducer. The last port is used to 
connect a roughing pump to the manifold. The connection to the roughing pump provide a way 
of evacuatbtg the manifold of its contents. The connections within the manifold are all 
swagelok. The manifold piping is constructed of 0.25 inch stainless steel. The manifold system 
was designed to accommodate dosing with any type of gas. Bebig that water is a liquid at 
room temperature special considerations had to be taken to allow only water vapor to enter 
the gas manifold. The dosing of water vapor is accomplished by placing a reservoir half filled 
with water in a bath of liquid nitrogen. The reservoir was constructed of a 0.25 inch stainless 
steel pipe with one end welded shut. The reservoir was connected to one of the needle valves 
on the gas manifold. This allowed the water vapor to be carried into the chamber, without the 
possibility of droplets of water coming into contact with the leak valve.
The sample position in the chamber is varied by the use of a differentially pumped 
rotatable manipulator. The feedthrough is connected to the manipulator, thus as the manipulator 
is moved the sample is moved. This allows the sample to be moved in the proximity of the 
various devices in the chamber. This is of paramount importance when trying to measure very 
small quantities of the gas coming off tlie surface with the mass spectrometer. The relative 
height within the chamber is also very crucial to ensure proper line of sight with the equipment. 
The size of the mounts and the clips are such that the sample is at the proper level within the 
chamber. As was mentioned earlier the sample is positioned parallel to the vertical. This 
allows the instruments inside the chamber to face the surface of the crystal.
The manipulator itself is free to rotate across machined metal surfaces. Maintaining the 
ultra-high vacuum in the chamber is accomplished by placbig a vacuum ucross the machined
14
metal surfaces. Hie vacuum across the machined metal is provided by a roughing pump.
The aforementioned considerations are inherent in any TPD apparatus. The issue of 
safety must be addressed whenever doing an experiment with chemicals. Since gallium 
arsenide and its decomposition products are lethal, many safety precaution must be taken. 
Oloves, full clothing, glasses, and a respirator must be worn whenever handling or processing 
the material. The exhausts from the chamber pumps must be directed to a carbon trap and then 
up the fume hood. The turbomolecular pump is not very good at pumping hydrogen. Therefore 
the formation of arsine is possible. Arsine is extremely toxic. The carbon contained in the trap 
was obtained from a company specializing in treatment of arsine. The pump oil and seals are 
sure to contain quantities of arsenide and its derivatives, thus they will be disposed of properly 
when the time is appropriate.
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APPARATUS
Figure 1 contains a schematic of the vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber is 
constructed of 316 stainless steel with an approximate volume of 10 liters. The chamber has 
eleven ports of various orientations and sizes. These ports provide a means of connecting 
various devices to the chamber. The 6.00 inch port is utilized for oiounting a Balzer 
turbomoleculur pump. The turbomolecular pump is backed up by a Baker roughing pump. The 
combination of these two pumps provide the ultrahigh vacuum (10* to 10‘10 torr). A port 
located at the top of the chamber is used for a rotatable sample manipulator. This manipulator 
is equipped with a feed through that provides a means of mounting, heating, and measuring the 
temperature of the sample. A type K thermocouple is mounted to the sample clips in order to 
measure the temperature of the sample. The crystal is resistively heated by passing current 
across tantalum clips that hold the crystal. The tantalum clips are connected by copper mounts 
to the feedthrough. Ports located on the sides of the chamber are used for an ionization gauge, 
mass spectrometer head, leak valve, and viewing windows. The ionization gauge is used to 
measure the total pressure of the system. The mass spectrometer head is used for measuring 
partial pressures of specific atomic weights (0-60 amu). The leak valve is connected to a gas 
manifold. The leak vulve/gas manifold system is used to put gases in the chamber. The 
viewing windows are used to locate the sample relative to the chamber. Figure 2 contains a 
block diagram of the data acquisition and sample temperature control system. Collection of 
data and controlled heating are accomplished by using a computet interface to a Mega XT 
personal computer. The programs that are used for data acquisition and controlled heating were
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developed by Tom R. Oow [1],
In order to describe the apparatus in an understandable fashion I will describe each piece 
of equipment separately.
Chamber: Figures 4, 5, and 6 contain different views of the chamber. The system 
chamber has a volume of 10 liters and is constructed of 316 stainless steel. The chamber top 
has 8 ports* while the bottom has 3 ports. The ports are of different sizes and orientations. 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show different views of the chamber top and bottom. Hie ports are also 
constructed of stainless steel, with Varian conflat flanges. All welding that was performed on 
the chamber was done by TIG welding. The six inch port on the chamber bottom provides 
access to the turbomolecuiar pump. The 8 inch and the 2.75 inch ports on the chamber bottom 
are blanked off. The axially located port on the top of the chamber top is utilized for the 
manipulator. At the chamber top there is five ports that are axially oriented. These ports are 
employed for the following equipment: 1) ionization gauge* 2) mass spectrometer head* 3) leak 
valve* 4) sputter gun* and 5) a pyrex window. Figure 8 contains a cross-sectional view of the 
chamber showing the relative location of this equipment to the sample. There are two others 
ports on the chamber top that are at an angle of 45 degrees to the vertical. One of these ports 
is blanked off* while the other port has a pyrex window.
Ionization gauge: A Varian model 0563-K2466-302 ionization guuge along with the 
Varian model 845 ionization gauge is used for the measurement of the chamber total pressure. 
The range of pressure that can be measured are from 10 ' to in" ion
Mass spectrometer: The* Micromass Ana vac 2 quadruple mass spectmmeier with a 
thoriated iridium filament is used for determining the partial and total pressure in the chamber.
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The mass spectrometer is useful for atomic mass units in the range of 0 to 60. The analyzer 
head is mounted on a 2.75 inch confalt flange. The corresponding Anavac 2 R F head and 
control unit are used with the analyzer head. The range of sensitivity of the mass spec is 10 
4 to 1010 millitorr partial pressure and 10‘5 to 10” millitorr total pressure. ’Phis is the 
measurement device that is used for collecting thermal desorption data.
Leak valve gas manifold arrangement: The leak valve is a Vacuum Generators model 
number MD7. The leak valve allows a leak rate between 10# and 10“  trtbar 1/second. A 
schematic of the leak valve can be found in Figure 13. The leak valve is connect to the gas 
manifold by a 0.25 inch stainless steel pipe. The gas manifold consisted of a straight 0.25 
stainless steel pipe with four T shaped branches. Each branch was connected to the main pipe 
by a Nupro needle valve. One branch is connected to a Welch brand model 1405 roughing 
pump. Two of the branches are connected to gas supplies (oxygen, argon, and water). The 
fourth branch is connect to a Varian pressure transducer, type 5031. The end of the main pipe 
is equipped with a VCR fitting if the need a large gas manifold developed. A schematic of the 
gas manifold is in Figure 14.
Sample manipulator and feedthrough: The manipulator was constructed of stainless steel 
and bronze. It allowed rotary movement and maintained an ultra-high vacuum in the chamber. 
The rotation of the manipulator is accomplished by differentially pumping. A schematic of the 
differentially pumped manipulator is in Figure 10. The feedthrough is connected to the 
manipulator, and it provides a means of sample mounting and thennot nuple connections. The 
feedthrough contains two copper probes, an alutrtel probe, and a chmtnel probe < upper mounts 
are connected to the copper probes to provide a means nl holding the inntaium dips. The 
crystal sample is held by the tantalum dips. The thermocouple is spot welded to the tantalum
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clips. Schematics of the feedthrough and the tantalum clips are found in Figure 9. The size 
of the samples used were approximately 1.0 cm X 0.75 cm X 15 mil.
Windows: Two ports are fitted with pyrex windows for viewing the crystal.
Pumps: Hie ultra-high vacuum is achieved through the use of a turbomolecular pump 
and a roughing pump. The Pfeiffer brand model TPU 170 turbomolecular pump has a pumping 
speed of 170 liters/second for nitrogen. The Pfeiffer brand model DUO 012A roughing pump 
has a pumping speed of 12 m'/hr. The turbo pump was controlled so that it would not operate 
until the roughing pump had achieved a low enough chamber pressure. This control was 
provided by a Pfeiffer power supply, model number TCP 301. Venting of the vacuum chamber 
was made possible by using Pfeiffer emergency vent valve, model number TSF 010. The 
roughing pump used for the gas manifold and the differentially pumped manipulator was a 
Welch Duo-Seal Vacuum Pump model number 1405.
Computer control and data acquisition: A Mega XT computer with a IBM Data
Acquisition and Control Adapter was used to control the heating of the sample and data 
collection. An pre-amplifier is used to increase the K type thermocouple voltage. A fourth 
order butterwoith filter is employed to reduce noise of the thermocouple amplifier and the mass 
spectrometer signal. Heating of the sample is accomplished by using a computer controlled 
power supply (resistance heating). 1 his power supply was fabricated by previous students in 
the Masel group. llie partial pressure signal for mass 18 from the mass spectrometer is used 
as the partial pressure measurement of water desorption. H ie electronics from the mass 
spectrometer provide a 0 to 5 voM signal corresponding to rein <(h -a ale or full s» ale (10). The 
partial pressure scale is chosen on the Anavnc 2 panel, and < an he v aried hom  10' to 10’" 
millibar. H ie signal from the mass spectrometer is sent through a Inttterworth filter prior to
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entering the computer. A schematic of the heating, temperature measi nd the mass
spectrometer signal acquisition can be found in Figure 11.
Carbon Trap: A carbon trap made of stainless steel was employe. the outlet of the 
Pfeiffer roughing pump. A schematic of the carbon trap can be found in Figure 12.
Crystal Samples: The orientation of the crystal wafers was 2 degrees off 100 to 110. 
The crystals were purchased from Laser Diode, Lot number 21959. The physical properties 
provided by Laser Diode for the crystals are:
Si doped
EPD> 1000-300/cm*
P« 0.0015-0.0012 ohm-cm 
H= 1844-1227 cmYvolt'sec 
N= 2.3 - 4.3 x 10'7cm
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Figure 1: Schematic o f Experimental Apparatus
Figure 2 : Block Diagram of Data Acquisition and 
Sample Temperature Control System
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Sample Preparation :
Throughout the sample preparation of gallium arsenide crystals, it is extremely important 
to take safety precautions because the material is extremely toxic. Two layers of gloves should 
be worn along with clothing that covers the entire body. Olasses and a respirator should be 
worn. The respirator is extremely important because unseen particles are abundant during the 
preparation stages.
The first step is cuning a sample from a large wafer. This is accomplished by using a 
diamond scriber. The procedure is very similar to cutting glass. The wafer surface is scribed 
and then a light pressure is applied across the scribe to separate the wafer into two pieces. This 
procedure is repeated until the desired sample size is obtained. Thus the location of the scribe 
is depicted by the desired sample size. In this experiment, the desired size was approximately 
1 cm x 0.75 cm.
Second, the surface is cleaned. A series of rinses with trichloroethylene are performed 
first. Then a series of rinses with acetone and methanol are performed. For the sake of safety 
is it advised that the cleaning process take place in a fume hood, and be performed taking the 
safety precautions mentioned earlier.
Third the surface is chemically etched. A solution of H jS0yH j0/H 20 2 is made with the 
proportions 10/1/1, respectively. The samples are put into this solution for 5 minutes. After 
5 minutes they are removed from the solution and thoroughly rinsed with water. Then the 
samples are left to air dry. Approximately 30 minutes is sufficient. The sample is now ready
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to mount. As a safety precaution, the making of the etching solution and the solution bath 
location should be done in a fume hood.
Sample Mounting :
Figure 9 shows the position of the sample in the tantalum clips. It is very important to 
insure that the contact between the tantalum wire and the sample be continuous along the 
surface of the sample to prevent "hot spots" when current is driven across the crystal.
The first step before mounting the crystal is making the tantalum clips. This is definitely 
much easier said than done. There are many different schools on how to make a set of clips 
that provide good contact without applying too much shear along the crystal which would cause 
a brittle fracture. The method used involved using a spark plug gapping tool. This tool had 
precision pieces of metal of various known thicknesses. The thickness of the crystal was 
measured, and then that thickness was matched with its corresponding metal standard. The 
tantalum wire was formed such that the desired thickness was in the center of the clip, with 
tantalum contacting tantalum along the top and the bottom. An extra piece of wire was then 
bent 90 degrees to the clip itself to provide a means by which the clips could be field by the 
feedthrough.
After the clips are made they must be thoroughly cleaned. The clips are rinsed with 
diversey acid, water, acetone, and methanol. Next the clips are connected to the feedthrough 
by means of the set screw in the copper mount. The wafer is then gently placed inside the 
clips. Once the wafer is positioned such that there is smooth contact between the wafer and 
the tantalum wire, the tantalum wire is spot welded at the top of the clip. Ib is  spot weld acts 
to secure the wafer in the clips and provide pressure between the clips und the wafer. If the
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clips were not properly sized the pressure on the wafer will cause it to shatter. Thus it is 
extremely important to make the proper size clips.
Finally the thermocouple must be spot welded to the tantalum clip. First the chrome! 
and alumel wires are spot welded to the corresponding feedthrough connections. Then the 
chromel wire is spot weided to the tantalum clip, making sure that the chrome! wire doesn't 
touch other parts of the feedthrough. Finally, the alumel wire is spot welded to the chromel 
wire, using similar precautions as with the ciirome! wire to prevent a short circuit. The 
feedthrough is rinsed with acetone and methanol and is now ready for the vacuum chamber.
Throughout the sample mounting procedure, the feedthrough is attached to the 
manipulator. Once the sample is mounted, the manipulator, with the feedthrough attached, is 
connected to the chamber. The chamber is put under vacuum by means of the turboniolecular 
pump.
Sample Testing:
Once tlie chamber pressure has stabilized, the sample is cooled by pouring liquid 
nitrogen into the manipulator. The crystal is cooled to approximately 100 K by the liquid 
nitrogen. If the crystal is not able to reach that low of a temperature, the mount is bad, and 
we must start over. Otherwise, the crystal temperature is raised to approximately 800 K to 
determine if the contact between the crystal and the clips is good. At approximately 750 K the 
crystal will begin to glow light red, while the tantalum will glow bright red. If there is bad 
contact, the crystal will glow red in one spot signifying that region of the crystal has better 
contact with the clips than the rest of the crystal. Hie crystal will not I* functional if the 
heating is not uniform across. We want the entire crystal to be the same temperature at the
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same time. Thus the sample must be removed and the mounting procedure must be repeated 
with a new sample.
However, if the sample can handle the extreme temperature tests, then it may be used 
for experimentation. The sample is annealed at 770 K for 2 minutes to produce a 4 x 6 gallium 
rich surface. Then the heater offset profile (HTRPARM) is adjusted such that a relatively 
linear heating ramp is acquired. Also the P1D parameters are adjusted to smooth out the 
heating ramp (HTRTST). Now the crystal is ready for experimentation.
Data Acquisition:
The program TAKETDS is executed. The sample is cooled to approximately 100 K, and 
dosed for the desired period of exposure. During the dosing process the crystal face is 
perpendicular to the leak valve. Before the heating begins the background pressure is allowed 
to return to the same level before dosing and the crystal face is moved perpendicular to the 
mass spectrometer head. Then the linear heating begins, with the computer storing all the mass 
spectrometer and thermocouple measurements in a data file. A discussion of the operation of 
the computer control and data acquisition can be found in the apparatus section. Figure 2 
contains the block diagram for the flow of information during a TPD run.
Data Interpretation:
The program N1DS_TXT is used to convert the dafa file into a file suitable for 
importation by Lotus 123. Lotus 123 is used to set up the spectra and Free Lance Plus is used 
to produce the graphs. The computers in the Masel research group were used lot this analysis.
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RESULTS
The major result of this research was the building of a ultra-high vacuum apparatus 
capable of performing temperature programmed desorption. When this research began, the 
project deemed impossible. With a lot of hard work and a tremendous research group the 
mountain was conquered.
Two crystals were successfully mounted and used for experimentation. The thermal 
desorption spectra acquired for these crystals are in Figures 3 and 4. Each individual spectra 
can be found in Figures 15 through 21.
The resistance across each crystal was less than 100 ohms. When the temperature of 
the sample was raised to 750 K, the crystal evenly glowed light red. This indicated that the 
heating profile across the crystal was satisfactory for providing a consistent temperature across 
the crystal. The size of both crystals were 1 a n  X 0.75 cm x 15 mil. Prior to experimentation, 
the crystals were mounted and prepared as described in the experimental section.
The lowest temperature acquired for both crystals was 90 K. The highest temperature 
acquired for spectra of crystal 1 was 500 K. After the second spectra was acquired on crystal 
1 the feedthrough obtained a large leak. The pressure inside the vessel changed three orders 
of magnitude, thus the experimentation on crystal 1 could no longer be continued.
After the feedthrough was replaced, a number of crystals were mounted until a successful 
mount was acquired. The temperature range experienced by crystal 2 was 90 K to 000 K. Five 
good spectra were acquired on this crystal. After even  2 runs ! annealed the crystal to 
reconstruct the 4 X 6 gallium rich face. During the fourth annealing process, crystal 2 acquired
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a hot spot near one of the tantalum clips. This hot spot caused a great deal of arsenide 
desorption, leaving the surface with an unknown structure.
The two spectra acquired on crystal I indicate that multi layers of water desorb from the 
surface below 200 K. Both spectra have three peaks The two freaks below 200 K correspond 
to the multi layer desorption For crystal i, Tp was 127 and 179 K for dosages of 2 and 38 L, 
respectively.
The five spectra acquired on crystal 2 contain more information than the spectra from 
crystal 1. For dosages less than 20 L, there was no desorption above 300 K. llie  spectra 
that was observed for smaller dosages was similar to the spectra obtained on crystal 1. For 
dosages greater than 20 L, desorption was present at temperatures greater than 300 K. Table 
I contains data obtained in the spectra for crystal 2. All spectra for dosages greater than 20 
L contained two peaks above 300 K. The location of Tf for the multi-layer desorption occurs 
at nearly the same temperature for varying dosages. There was no presence of water 
desorption at temperatures greater than 450 K for all dosages.
Tablg-1
Location of Peaks in TDS on Crystal 2
Dosage Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3 Peak 4 Peak 5
10 L 149 K 173 K - —
18 L 144 K 171 K 263 K - —
22 L 153 K 170 K 255 K 205 K 398 K
50 L 15? K 172 K 261 K 30* K 106 k
117 L 264 K Uti; K t o j  K
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The heating of the sa >le to acliieve a linear temperature increase with temperature was 
completed for both crystals. he general feature of the offset profile was similar for both
crystals. The temperature traversed (100 K to 600 K) did not experience very sudden 
changes in the resistance across the crystal. The offset profile had a larger influence on the 
temperature profile than the PID parameters.
The method of fabricating the tantalum clips presented in the Experimental Procedure 
section was developed chiring this research. The results of this new procedure has been 
tremendous. Prior to using a metal standard, the clips were fabricated by trial and error. A 
great deal of sample was consumed using the old method. The lowest resistance across the 
sample using the old method was greater than 100000 ohms. Using the metal standard method, 
resistances below 100 ohms were achieved.
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Figure 3 : A series o f 18 axnu TPD spectra taken by exposing a 95K 
GaAs (100) 2 o ff toward (110) sample to various amounts 
o f water then heating lOK/s. Sample is Crystal 1.
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Figure 4 : A  series o f 18 amu TPD spectra taken by exposing a 95 K 
GaAs (100) 2*off toward (110) sample to various amouru. 
o f water then heating lOK/s. Sample is Crystal 2.
DISCUSSION
The spectra obtained on crystal 1 are too few to deserve extensive consideration. The 
similar location of Tf for the multi-layer desorption is an indication of a properly working 
system.
H ie spectra obtained on crystal 2 contain a great deal of interesting observations. No 
water desorption is observed above 400 K. The spectra obtained by Mokwa, et. al. [2] indicate 
that desorption occurs at temperatures greater than 400 K. The spectra obtained by Mokwa, et. 
al. [2J indicate that desorption of water follows first order kinetics with Tf = 350 K. The data 
obtained in this research contradicts the aforementioned findings.
The temperature of dosing used by Mokwa, et. al. [2] was 250 K, 160 degrees greater 
than used in this research. The lower temperature chemistry observed in this research study 
affords a wider range of adsorbing states. The difference in the spectra obtained in this research 
and that of Mokwa, et. al. [2] may be attributed to the different dosing temperatures. As the 
dosing the temperature decrease the adsorption of gases onto the surface increases. The binding 
states available for a dosage at 100 K may not be available at the higher temperature dose.
The discrepancy between the different final desorption temperature may be attributed to 
the temperature measuring instruments. The brittle nature of gallium arsenide makes it difficult 
to use with pressure bonded thennocouple, such as the one used by Mokwa, et. al. [2|. The 
positioning of the thermocouple in a way to yield reproducible contacting between runs is 
extremely difficult. The mounting of the thermocouple on a tantalum d ip  (see figure 9) was 
not very difficult, and the results were good. This is definitely a procedure problem that offers
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the space for improvement.
Before an quantitative analysis of this spectra can be meaningful, additional experiments 
need to be performed to validate the previous results. The multi-layer desorption that occurs 
below 200 K seems to be first-order for each crystal. There is a discrepancy between the value 
for T , on crystal 1 and 2. This may be attributed to inconsistencies in the thermocouple spot 
weld to the tantalum clip.
The offset profile for both crystals were similar. There was essentially four regions 
during the offset profile. The first region occured during the initial heating, a large current was 
necessary to get the heating started. The second region (120 K -220 K) required a relatively 
constant current supply. The third region (220 K-450 K) required acontinuai increase in current 
supplied. The fourth region (450 K - 600 K) required a greater rate of increasing current than 
region 3.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Reproduce TPD runs under similar conditions and dosages. Tiy runs with higher 
dosages (100 to 10000 L) in order to observe die behavior of die higher temperature desorption.
Try to mount the thermocouple onto the crystal. Tills may be done by drilling a hole 
in the crystal and glue a thermocouple in the hole by use of a ceramic adhesive.
Run some surface characterization experiments to determine the actual surface lattice of 
the crystal sample. This may prove to be very helpful when determining the desorption 
mechanism from die surface.
Incorporate a multi-channel mass spectrometer into the experimental apparatus. This will 
pUow a much better analysis of the data. This would also make the apparatus very useful for 
observing surface chemistry during the desorption. The "cleanliness” of the water dosing 
apparatus could be examined by observing other atomic mass units during dosing.
Anneal the crystal in an over pressure of arsenic. This would afford a greater population 
of arsenic atoms on the surface of the crystal. If this were done, a surface characterization 
experiment should also be done.
Upgrade the memory capabilities of the Mega XT computer or replace the computer with 
a more power computer containing a hard drive.
Warn future students of the perils included with diversey acid.
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CONCLUSIONS
TDS on gallium arsenide can be acquired with a linear temperature profile.
The TDS acquired for water on gallium arsenide has a multi-layer desorption that occurs 
below 200 K. The desoiption that occurs above 200 K does not agree with previously 
published results [2].
Successful mounting of the crystal is possible with a consistent contact between the 
sample clips and the sample wafer. The use of a standard thickness gauge makes clip 
fabrication much easier and tremendously more successful.
High temperature annealing of the gallium arsenide crystal has a tremendous affect on 
the life of the crystal.
The water dosage apparatus allowed an extremely cold water vapor to be dosed on the
crystal.
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Figure 19 : TDS for Water on Gallium Arsenide
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Figure 21 : TDS for Water on Gallium Arsenide
Calculations
Sample Calculation of Oas Dosage :
Run 1 Crystal 1
Time of Dosing : 61.27 seconds
Pie88uie During Dosing : 3.2 * 10** torr
Dosage «  (61.27 s * 3.2 *1 (7* torr)/(l*10** toir*s/L) -  1.96 L ■ 2.0 L
Calculation of criteria i''m. ’ Mcnt pumping speed:
Characteristic pumping tin*!! (n  ^ogen): V/S *  10 liters/170 liters/sec «  0.059 sec 
Heating rate : 10 K/sec
Product of Characteristic pumping time and heating rate » 0.59 sec * 10 K/sec = 0.588 K 
Meets criteria set by Chan [9] of < 2.
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dacaio.h T.R.Gow re v ise d  10/12/88/**
*
+ t
♦define MAXJBOARDS 4 /♦ maximum number of cards
in use at one time
♦define DA CHANS 2
♦define AD CHANS 4
♦define TIMERS 3
♦define AD MAX 4095
♦define DA_MAX 4095
/ *
*  error code return values 
* /
for bad function arguments
♦define OK 0 /♦ successful function call */
♦define BRDERR 1 /♦ non-existent board */
♦define DAEPR 2 /♦ invalid da channel * /
♦define ADERR 3 /* invalid ad channel * /
♦define EOCERR 4 / ♦a d  converter timeout * /
♦define TIMERR 5 /♦ invalid timer * /
♦define MODERR 6 /♦ invalid timer mode * !
♦define BITERR 7 /♦ invalid bit number * /
/n  it* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
♦ DACA board data acquisition library function prototypes
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * ************************  j
void  d e lay  ( in t  len) /in t  w rt b in a ry  ( in t  board , unsigned v a l ) ;in t  rd  F in a ry ( in t  board, unsigned ♦ aval);in t  wrF b i t s  ( in t  board, i n t  s t r t  b i t ,  i n t  num b i t ,  i n t  v a l)in t  rd  F i t s  ( in t  board, i n t  s t r t  F i t ,  i n t  num JJit, unsignedin t  w r?_ an a lo g (in t board , in t  cEan, in t  v a l)7in t  rd _ a n a lo g (in t board , in t  chan, i n t  ♦ aval);in t  lo a d ^ t im r( in t  board , in t  tc ,  in t  mode, unsigned  v a l ) ;in t  read~ tim r ( in t  board , i n t  tc ,  unsigned *aval) ;
void
void
void
void
unsigned
unsignedin t
rd ^ tim e ( in t  ♦ ahr, i n t  ♦ amin); r d jd a te ( in t  ♦ amon, i n t  *aday, i n t  * a y r); s ta r t_ t im e r  (unsigned samp__rate); r e s e t  tim e r (v o id ); *rd jn iT l is e c  (v o id ); get__time (v o id ); sy n c ro n iz (v o id ) ;
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* 
'•
tds dev.h T .R .Gow 10/12/88/ **
*
*
*
* /
# include "dacaio.h"
♦define smaller'a, b) (a < b) ? a : b
♦define larger(a, b) (a > b) ? a : b
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* MASS SPECTROMETER MODULE *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
| daca board channels |
* / ♦define MS BRD 0 ! * ms data acquisition on daca board 0 */
♦define MS CHAN 1 /* on A/D channel 1 */
♦define MASS_CHAN 1 / * mass select on D/A channel 1 */
♦define IG_CHAN 2 ! * ion gauge on A/D channel 2 * /
♦define MASS FILE "amutable"
♦define MAX_AMU 200
♦define MAXCHN 6
♦define RANG MIN 0
♦define rang~m a x 2
| function prototypes
V void
void
void
int
double
long
void
void
void
int
double
unsigned
set_ma_chan ( in t  c h n ); select__mass ( in t  amu); s trt_ m s conv (void) / get_ma_3ata (v o id ); m s^ p ressu re (in t m sd a t); m s jp p re ss ( in t m sdat); m aaa_calib ( in t  amu) ; read""amu_file (v o id ); updal:e_amu_file (v o id ) ; g e t_ ig ~ d a ta  (v o id ); ig_preaaure  ( in t  ig d a t ) ;  ig ^ lo w jp ress (i n t  ig d a t ) ;
/ ***************************** 
* ION GAUGE MODULE *
5?
*****************************/
/*
| daca board channels |
* / ♦define IG CHAN 2 /* ion gauge on A/D channel 2 * /
/*
| function prototypes |
* /
int
double
unsigned
get_ig_data (void); 
ig^prtssurtlint igdat); 
ig_low_j>ress (int igdat);
* THERMOCOUPLE MODULE *
********* ******* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * #
/*
daca board1 c mn»  ^ 1
♦define TC BRD 0 /* data acquisition on daca board 0
♦define TC CHAN l / * on A/D channel 0
♦define TC MAX_CH iN 4
♦define T _GAIN 120
♦define T :DAT "typk c" / * tc linearization data file */
♦define t \BMAX 256 / *  maximum entries for totab */
define TC MAX CHAN 4
^define MAX BUT LEN 10
| function prototypes
* / voidvo idin t
int
void
unsigned
int
int
int
aet__tc_chan ( in t  c a ,  i n t  buflen) ;a t r t^ u c  co nv(voidg e t_ tc J 3 a ta  (v o id );g e t tem p (v o id );tc_Tn buf (v o id )/m v_tc7unsigned re a d in g ) ;tc~ tem p(unsigned in t  mv);g e t j t c t a b ( i n t  Indx, unsigned *pt, unsigned *pmv) / avqtem p(void);
* HEATER CONTROL MODULE *
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A /
/**************************************
| daca board channels
♦define HTRJBRD 0
♦define HTR CHAN 0
/* temperature control on DACA board 0 */
/* D/A channel 0 * /
♦define HTR MIN 0
♦define HTR~MAX DA MAX
♦define FARM FILE "htrparm"
♦define NUMB^OFFS 400
typedef struct { long gain;
long ti; 
long td; 
long i_fact/ 
long d~fact;
int of7s[NUMB OFFS]; ) HTR FARMS;
/*
| function prototypes I
void heater__on (int levl);
void heater off(void);
int hold_hEr(unsigned time, int temp, int aet_pt);
void strt~ramp_htr (int stamp, int ht_rate); ~
int ramp“htr(unsigned time, int temp);
void begin_ramp_save (void);
void end_ramp save (void);
void 1 earnjuo3e_on (void);
void learn~mode~off (void).;
void set_htr_parms (char typ, int offs,
int gain, int ti, int td); 
void get htr_parms (char typ, int *offs,
"" int *gain, int *ti, int *td);
void update^htr_parms (void);
* ma_data.c T.R.Gow Revised 10/11/88
* routines to perform multichannel data acquisition on a mass 
spectrometer for temperature programmed desorption experiments .
< requires low level interface routines in DACA.LI3
*
* routines available in library TDS__DEV.LXB
k
*
* 8/88 Added auto ranging for the Balzers mass spec.
*
* 8/88 Added routines to read total pressure from ion gauge.
*
* 10/88 Modified for Extranuclear mass spec.
*
* /
include "termio.h" 
include "tds dev.h"
*****************************************
* constants and global variables
*****************************************  j
tatic int mstab [MAXJVMO + 1];
\
i t a t i c  int ms_chn;
static int ms_range (MAXCHN];
static init fig » 1;
^****************************************************************
* mass spectrometer data acquisition and control functions ****************************************** * * ********************/
static void init as (void)
{ int err, stat » 0;
/* initializes i/o boards for mass spec data 
acquisition control. A nonzero return 
value indicates an error occurred
during initialization. */
if (!inii_flg) print£("\n mass spec already initialized"); 
init_flg * 0;
set ms chan(0);
)
9 d set_ms_chan (int chn) /* latches selected channel on mass spec */
{ if (init fig) iaitjeaO;
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ms chn ■ chn;
wrt_ bits(MS BRD, 0, 1# 0);
wrt""bits (MS'"BRD, 1, 3, chn + 1);
wrt_"bits (MS'”b r d, 4, 2, ms_range [ms_chn]);
void select mass(int amu) /* sets mass spec to desired mass */
/* mass X 100 */
{ int ms volt;
if (init_flg) init_ms();
ms_volt * mstab[amu];
if (ms volt < 0) ms volt « 0;
if (ms_volt > DA_MAX) ms_volt - DAJ4AX;
wrt_analog(MS_BRD, MASS__CHAN, ms_yolt) ;
)
void strt_ms_conv(void) /* initiates A/D conversion on ms_chan */
{ if (init fig) init ms();
)
inc get_ms_data (void) /* gets data from A/D converter at end of conv */
“ • ~ /* and adjust MS range to keep data on scale */
( int adval, dat;
rd  analog (MS BKDr MSjCHAN, 6 a d v a l) ;  da€ -  adval T (me_range [ais^chn] «  12);
if (adval < 250)
{ ms_range[ms chn] - smaller(ms_range[ms_chn] + 1, RANG MAX); 
set ms chanTims chn);
)if (adval > 4000)
(
ms range [ms chn] * larger (ms^range [ms_chn] - 1, RANG__MIN); 
set ms chanTms chn);
)
return dat;
)
double msjprassure(int msdat) 
{ register int i, expo; 
double val;
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expo - ((msdat »  12) 4 OxOOOF); 
val - (msdat & OxOFFF);
for ( 1 * 0 /  1 < expo - 1 ; i++) val /- 1 0 .0 /  
return (val / 4095.0);
long ms_ppreas(int msdat)
( register Int 1, expo; 
long val;
1 ■ expo ■ 13 - ((msdat »  12) 4 OxOOOF); 
val * (msdat & OxOFFF);
while (1—  > 0 44 (expo - 1) < 6) val *• 10; 
val - val / 4095/
14*+/
while (1—  > 0) val *■ 10; 
return val;
void mass cal lb (int amu)
{ int inkey;
i )
)
printf(w\n"); 
for (;/)
{ switch (inkey * chk_kbd())
{ case LJfcROW:
case R_AROW:
case 0_AROW:
case D_AROW s
case RETN: 
default:
mstab[amu]
break;
mstab[amu]
break;
ms tab [amu]
break;
mstab[amu]
bre ik;
return;
break;
+
+
l ;
l ;
2 0 /
2 0;
)
>select mass (amu) /
printf7"\r mass %3d D/A val * %d intensity ■
amu, ms tab [amu], get_ms_data ()) ;
void read_amu_flie (void)
FILE *massfile; 
int amu/ volt;
if ((massfile - fopen (MASSJFILE, "r")) *« NULL)
{ printf("\n\n*** can't find mass calibration file
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%4d",
***\n\n");
while (fscanf(massfile, ” %d %d ", &amu, fivolt) I* EOF)
{ &mu - larger(0, amu);
amu ■ smaller (amu, MAX__AMU) /
mstab(amu] * volt/
}fclose(massfile);
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
void update__amu_file (void)
( FILE *massfile; 
int amu;
massfile - fopen (MASSIFILE, "w"); 
for (amu - 0/ amu <- MAX AMU/ amu++)
fprintf(massfile, ^ %d %d\n% amu, mstab[amu]);
fclose(massfile);
)
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Revised 10/11/88* ig data.c T.R.Gow
*
* reads pressure from Varian 845 ion gauge controller.
* requires low level interface routines in DACA.LIB
*
* routines available in library TDSJDEV.LZB
*
*
* /
/*
#include "tdsjdev.h"
^*****************************************
* constants and global variables *****************************************/
/it*************************************************
* ion gauge data acquisition functions **************************************************/
int get_ig__data (void)
{
>
int val, expo;
rd  analog (MSJBRD, IG_CHAN, &val); rd H b its(MS BRD, 0, 4, 6expo); re tu rn  (vaT | (expo «  1 2 )) ;
double igjpressure(int igdat)
int if expo; 
double val;
expo ■ ((igdat »  12) 6 OxOOOF); 
val ■ (igdat 4 OxOFFF);
for (i ■ 0; i < expo - 1; i++) val /■ 10.0; 
return (double)(val / 4095.0);
unsigned ig_low_press(int igdat)
int if expo; 
long val;
expo * ((igdat »  12) 4 OxOOOF); 
val ■ ; igdat & 0X0FFF);
for (i • 0; i < 12 - expo; i++) val *» 10; 
return (unsigned)(val / 4095);
* tc_data.c T.R.Gow Revised 10/12/88
*
* routines to perform multichannel thermocouple data acquisition 
and temperature calculation for temperature programmed
* desorption experiments.
*
* routines convert A/D converter readings to millivolts
* and millivolts to temperature for a type K thermocouple.
* Use a lookup table containing temperature ' (tenths degrees K)
* and corresponding millivolts (X1000 referenced to zero at 77 K) .
*
* uses low level routines in DACA.LZB
*
* routines available in library TPD DEV .LIB
/*
♦include <stdio.h> 
♦include "tds dev.h"
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* constants and global variables
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
static int tablen;
static unsigned int temp[TABMAX], milv [TABMAX]; /* variables to hold tc
lookup table */
static tc_chan; 
s tic struct { int len;
int ix;i n t  v a l [MAX_BUF_LEN] / ) tc_bu f [TC_MAX_CHAN] ;
s t a t i c  in i t_ f lg  * 1 /
static mv tc factor ■ 2441406L / TC GAIN;
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* initialization functions
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  f
static void setup_tctab (void) /* reads in tc conversion table from file */
{ FILE *fp;
i f ((fp - fopen (TCDAT, "r")) —  NULL)
(
printf("NnNn*** can't find tc data file ***\n\n"); 
exit();
}for (tablen-0;
tablen < TABMAX 64
fscanf(fp, "%u%u", 6temp [tablen], 6milv [tablen]) !« EOF;
tablen++); 
fclose(fp); 
if (tablen >- TABMAX)
(
printf ("\n\n*** tctab toe long ***\n\nM); 
exit ();
as
}
}
void init tc(void) /* initializes i/o board for thermocouple data
acquisition control. A nonzero return 
value indicates an error occurred 
during initialization. */
{ int err, stat ■ 0;
if (!init_flg) printf("\n thermocouple already initialized"); 
setup tctabQ; 
init fig - 0;
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* thermocouple data acquisition functions *********************************** ************/
void set_tc_chan (int chn, int buflen) /* selects thermocouple channel */
(
if (init fig) init tc(); 
if (chn >- 0 chn < TC_MAX_CHAN) 
tc_chan - chn; “ ~
else""
tc chan - 0;
' } if (Euflen > 0 ii buflen < MAX_BUF_LKN)
tcjbuf [chn] .len ■ buflen; “
else""
tc buf[chn].len • 1;
>
void strt_tc_conv (void) /* initiates A/D conversion on tc^chan */
{
if (init_flg) init tc();
get^tc^data(void) /* gets data from A/D converter at end of conv */
{
int val;
rd analog(TCJ9RD, TC_c h a n , aval); 
return val; ""
**** ^•t—teflq> (void) /* returns temperature (K X 10) */
f\
unsigned mv_tc();
return tc_tea*p(mv_tc(g»t tc det«()));
a s
r o i d  t c _ i n _ b u f ( v o i d )  / *  s t o r e s  t c  r e a d i n g  i n  b u f f e r  f o r  s e l e c t e d  c h a n n e l  * /
tc_buf[tc_chan].ix - ++tc_buf[tc_chan].ix % tc_buf[tc_chan).len; 
tc_buf[tc_chan].val[tc_buf[tc_chan].ix] - get tc data<);
* temperature calculation functions
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ********** -k j
static int lookup (unsigned int mv) /* finds tctab entry nearest to mv */
{
register int lb, ub, indx; 
lb - 0;
ub « tablen - 1; 
while (ub > lb)
(
indx «■ (lb + ub)/2; 
if ( mv > milv[indx] ) 
lb * indx + 1; 
else if ( mv < milv[indx] ) 
ub ■ indx - 1; 
else return (indx);
)
return (ub); 
i
static int interp(int indx, unsigned int mv) /* interpolates between
tctab[indx] and adjacent 
table entry to calculate 
temperature corresponding to mv
{
>
i f  (mv >■  m ilv [in d x ])re tu rn  temp [indx] + (m v-m ilv[indx]) *(tem p[indx+1]-tem p[indx]) /  (m ilv[indx+ l] -m ilv [ in d x ]) ;e ls ere tu rn  temp [indx] -  (m ilv[indx] -mv) *(tem p[indx] -tem p [in d x -1 ]) /  (m ilv[indx] - m i lv [ in d x - i ] ) ;
*
* /
unsigned mv_tc (unsigned reading) /* converts A/D reading to millivolts */
( long mv;
mv * (long)reading * mv^tc^factor; 
return mv / 1000; ""
ir* tc^temp(unsigned int w) /* converts millivolts to temperature */
( int indx;
if (init fig) xnit tc();
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indx -  lookup(m v); r e tu rn  in te rp ( in d x , mv);
i n t  g e t_ tc ta b  ( in t  indx, unsigned *pt, unsigned *pmv)
( i f  ( i n i t  f ig )  i n i t  t c ( ) ;
if (indx < 0 || indx > tablen) return 1; 
*pt « temp(indx]/
*pmv = milv[indx]; 
return 0;
/*  r e t r i e v e s  tc ta b  v a lu es  a t  indx
in t  avgtem p(void) /* averages read ings in  tc_ b u f fo r  s e le c te d  channeland co n v erts  to  tem peratu re  K(xlO) * /
r e g i s t e r  in t  i ;  unsigned avg;
fo r  ( i  ■  0, avg » 0; i  < tc jb u £ [ tc  c h a n ] .le n ; i++) avg +■  tc^ b u f [tc_chan] .vaI[T ] / r e tu rn  tc__temp(mv__tc (avg /  tc_ b u f [tc_chan] . l e n ) ) ;
heatctrl.c T.R.Gow Revised 10/12/88/ **
*
*
*
*
*
* /
routines to control heater power supply for 
temperature programmed desorption experiments
uses low level routines in DACA.LIB
routines available in library TDSJDEV.LIB
♦include <stdio.h> 
♦include "tds dev.hw
***** ** *******  ********  ***************  **
* constants and global variables *****************************************/
static HTR FARMS heat; 
static HTR~~PARMS cool; 
static HTRJPARMS hold;
s t a t i c  i n t  p reh t_ tim e , p re h t_ lv l ;
static struct { unsigned s^tiae;i n t  s  tempT
int sTope; } ramp;
j
s t a t i c  i n t  r  c n t;s t a t i c  s tru c E  { i n t  temp, tim e, h v a l, e r r ,  i n t g l ,  uerv ; } hv[2000];
static save_r amp_flg ■ 0; 
static learn flg~■ 0;s t a t i c  init ?lg * 1; /*  i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  re q u ire d  i f  in it__ flg  ■  1
static void init htr(void);
static int adj_hEr (unsigned time, int temp, int setjpt, HTRJPARMS *parm) 
static void read htr p a n s  (void); 
static void writ~hvJRLle (void) ;
^**************************************
* heater control functions **************************************/
static void init_htr (void) /* initializes i/o board heater control.
~  A nonzero return value indicates an
error occurred during initialization.
( int err, stat ■ 0/
if (!init_flg) printf("\n heater already initialized"); 
init fly • 0; 
readHhtr^parms ();
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void heater_on(int levl) /* turns on power to heater at specified level */
{ levl •* larger (levl, HTR MIN); 
levl - smaller (levl, HTR MAX) ; 
wrt_analog(HTRJBRD, HTRjCHAN, levl);
)
void heater^of£ (void) /* turns off power to heater */
{ heater on(0);
)
static int ad j_htr (unsigned time, int temp, int set_pt, HTRJPARMS *parm)
/* adjusts power to heater
using a PID control scheme */
long err, deltim; 
static long p_tim, p err; 
static long intgl - 7, derv ■ 0; 
int htr_out;
#define P_FACT 3
deltim - time - p_tim; 
err - aet_pt - temp;
if (deltim !- 0)
{
intgl » (100 * (deltim * err / parm->ti + intgl))
/ (100 + parm->i_fact);
derv * (parm->td * (err - p~err) / deltim + parm->d_fact * derv) 
/ (1 + parm->d fact); ~
)p_tim ■ time; 
p_err - err;
htr_out » parm->offs[temp »  5]
+ (parm->gain * (err + intgl + derv) »  P FACT); 
heater_on (htr_out); ““
if (save_jramp fig)
( hv[r_cn t).tem p  » temp; h v ( r js n t]  tim e * tim e; hv[r~ cn tj .hval ■  h tr^ o u t; hv[r~cnt] .e r r  « err;"" h v [ r c n t ] .d e r v  ■  derv; h v t r j c n t ] . i n tg l  ■  in tg l ;  r  cnt++;
)
return htr out;
5 b
int hold_htr (unsigned time, int temp, int set_j>t) /* adjusts heater to
maintain desired temp */
if (init_fig) init_htr(); 
r_cnt *0;
return adjjhtr(time, temp, set^pt, ahold);
void  s tr t_ ram p _ h tr ( in t  stemp, i n t  h t_ ra te )  / *  i n i t i a l i z e s  l in e a rtem pera tu re  program w ith  p re h e a t */
{ unsigned get__time(), ph t a tim e; unsigned pht~ t*m* p h t_ lv l;
i f  ( in i t_ f ig )  i n i t J h t r O ;
r_ c n t ■  0/
pht_atim e ■  g e t_ tim e() ; p h t tim  ■  p re h t tim e /  10;p h t~ lv l « ( (long)HTRJttJC * p re h t_ lv l)  /  100;whiTe ( (get_tim e () -~pht_stim e) < pht_tim ) hea ter_o n (p h t_ _ lv l);
) r e s e t_ t im e r () ;r a s p .7  temp * stemp;ramp. sTope -  h t j r a t e ;ramp. s_tim e -  get_ tim e () ;a d j_ h tr  (ramp.s tim e, 0, 0, ah o ld );
int ramp_htr(unsigned time, int temp) /* adjusts heater to maintain
~ linear temperature program */
«
{
int htr_out, dtemp;
dtemp « ramp.s_teap ♦ ((time - ramp.s_time) / 10) * raaqp.slope; 
if (ramp.slope >0) “
htr__out * adjjhtr (time, temp, dtemp, aheat); 
else ~
htr__out - adjjhtr (time, temp, dtemp, acool); 
return htr_out;
)
void begin_ramp_save (void)
\
s m  raap fig • 1;
}
? l
void ond_ramp_aave (void)
{ save__ramp fig * 0/ 
wr it__hv_fTle ();
)
void learn_mode_on (void) 
{ s ave_r amp_f 1 g * 1/ 
learn_flg * 1/
)
void loam mode off (void)
{ int i,indx;
8 ave_r amp__f 1 g * 0; 
learn_flg"~- 0/
for
(
)
(i - 0; i < r_cnt; i++) 
indx - (hv(i] .temp) »  5;
heat.offs[indx] « (9li * (long) heat .offs [indx]
/ 10L;
+ (long)hv[i) .hval)
updat e_ht r_parms ();
void set_htr_parms (char typ, int offs, int gain, int ti, int td)
/* changes values for controller 
gains and reset times */
HTR PARMS *parm; 
switch (typ)
( case 'm' : parm « ahold; 
break;
case 'h' : parm * aheat; 
break;
case 'c' : parm * acool; 
break;
default: return;
)parm->gain - gain; 
parm->ti - ti; 
parm->td - td;
void getjhtr_parms (char typ, int "offs, int *gain, int *ti, int *td)
/* returns values for controller 
gains and reset times */
HTR FARMS *pan; 
switch (typ)
case 'c':
case 'm':
caaa 'h':
parm * (hold; 
break;
p a n  * (heat; 
break;
p a n  ■ (cool;
default:
break;
return;
*gain * pan->gain/ 
*ti - pan->ti;
*td * pan->td;
static void readjhtrjpams (void)
int i;
FILE *pani;
pane ■ fopen(?ARM_FXLE, "r");
fscanf (pans, " %d~%d", (preht tin, (preht^lvl); 
fscanf (pans, " lid lid lid", “  ~
(heat.gain, (cool.gain, (hold.gain); 
fscanf (pans, " lid lid lid",
(heat.ti, (cool.ti, (hold.ti); 
fscanf (pans, " lid lid lid",
iheat.td, (cool.td, (hold.td); 
fscanf (pans, " lid lid lid",
(heat.l fact, (cool.1 fact, (hold.i fact); 
fscanf (pans, " lid iXd lid", ~  ~
(heat.d fact, (cool.d fact, (hold.d fact); 
for (i • 0; i < M O M  ?ITS; i++) *  ~
fscanf (pans, " Td Id Id",
(heat.offs[i], (cool.offs[i], (hold.offs(i]);
felose (pans);
>
void update_htr_pans(void)
i n t  i ;
F i l l  * p a m s ;
pans ■ fopen (PARM FILE, "w");
fprintf (pans, " l3  ld\n", preht_time, preht lv l) ; 
fprintf (pans, " lid  lid  lld \n " 7
heat.gain, cool.gain, hold.gain); 
fprintf (pans, ” lid  lid  lld\n",
heat.ti, cool.ti, hold.ti); 
fprintf (pans, " lid  lid  lld \n”,
heat.td, cool.td, hold.td); 
fprintf (pans, " lid  lid  !ld\n",
h e a t . i _ f a c t , c o o l . i _ f a c t , h o ld . i _ f  a c t ); fp r in tf (p a rm s , w %ld %ld % ld\n",
heat.d_fact, cool.d_£act, hold.d_fact) / 
for (i - 0; i < NUMB_OFFS; i++) 
fprintf (parms, " %d %d %d\n",
heat .of fs [i], cool .offs [i], hold.offs [i])
fclose(parms);
}
static void writ hv file(void)
FILE *hvout; 
int i » -1/
hvout - fopen ("rampval", "w");
fprintf(hvout, "\nK ■ %ld ti ■ %ld td ■ %ld”,
heat.gain, heat.ti, heat.td ); 
fprintf (hvout, "\n i_fact ■ %ld d_fact ■ %ld",
heat. i_£act, heat • d_£act ); 
fprint f(hvout, *
"\n\n temp time hval err intgl derv\n") 
while (++i < r cnt)
fprintf (hvout, "\n %6d %6d %6d %6d %6d %6d",
hv[i].temp/10 , hv[i].time, hv[i].hval, hv(i].err 
hv[i].intgl, hv[i].derv); 
fclose(hvout);
)
t p d f i l e . h T . R . Gow R e v i s e d  8 / 1 0 / 8 8
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* /
v2.3 added auto ranging for the Balzers mass spec. Set 
mass spec range to 0 for autoranging.
v2.2 set up to use MS channel[n^chan +1] to store 
total pressure data.
v2.1 t* . up for either Extrel or Balzers mass spec and added 
file format version information.
vl .x
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
* TPD data file structure definitions
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A /
define VERBION 2
define REVISION 3
define MAXCHAN 3
define MAXSAMP 1800
ypedef struct { int mon, d
/* file structure ID */
/* maximum mass spec channels */ 
/* maximum samples per channel */
, yr, hr, min;
int rnumb;
char subs[16], gas[16]; 
int dose, dos_temp; 
int strt_temp, end_temp; 
int ht_rate; ~
int samp_rate, n_samp; 
int n_chan; "" 
int ms_sens, 
struct"” { int 
int 
int
int extra[6]; 
int vers, rev;
/*
/*
run ID information */ 
and run conditions */
ma_range;
mas's;
gain;
offs; ) ms chan[MAXCHAN +1];
} RUM INTO ;
:ypedef struct ( unsigned time; /* TPD data item */
unsigned temp;
unsigned ms(MAXCHAN +1]; ) DATAJPT ;
/ *  last ms[] is for total pressure data */
»File i/o routines for TPD data files.
t p d f i l e . c  T . R . G o w R e v i s e d  8 / 8 / 8 8
Include "tpdfile.h" 
Include <stdio.h>
<tern RUN_INFO run; 
<tern DATA PT dat[];
/ *  data storage areas are allocated in 
main program */
**********************************
* TPD disk file functions %****&****************************/
i t  fnam(fnam) cKar f  nam [ ] ;
( printf ("\nTPD data file name ? ")/ 
scanf(" %s", fnam);
*ke_fnam ( fnam) 
har fnam[];
/* constructs TPD data filename from run date and number 
and asks for alternate name if file exists */
(
sprintf(fnam, "b:Rt01. ld%02.2d%02.2d%02.2d.tpd\0",
run.yr%10, run.mon, run.day, run.mumb);
while (access (fnam, 0) •» 0)
( printf<"\n *** file already exists *** \n")/ 
printf ("\nklternate filename for data ? ")/ 
scanf(" %s", fnam);
>
ead_tpd(filnam) 
char filnam[];
(
FILE *d file;
int i, 3, versid, other;
while ((d file - fopen(filnam, "rb")) —  NULL)
( printf("\n ♦** can't find file *** \n")/ 
get fnam(filnam)/
}f r e e d (4run , s iz e o f  run, 1, d e f i l e ) ;  v e r s id  * 10 * ru n .v e rs  + runTrev;
if (versid > 21) 
other « 3/ 
else
other *2;
while (run.ma_sena /■ 10) ++run.ms__range/ 
for (i ■* 0; i < run.n_samp; i++)
{ fread($dat[i], sizeof(unsigned), other + run.n_chan, defile); 
if <veraid < 23)
for (j » 0/ j < run.n chan; j++) dat[i].ms[j3 *
(run .ms_range «  l7) | (dat [i] .ma[ j] & OxOFFF) /
)fclose(d file);
r r i te _ tp d  (f  ilnam) char f iln a m [] ;
{ FILE * d _ f ile ;i n t  i ,  v e r s id ,  o th e r ;
d e f i l e  -  fo p en (filn am , "wb"); fw r i te ( (c h a r  * )6 run , s iz e o f  run, 1, d e f i l e ) ;  v e r s id  •  10 * ru n ,v e rs  4* ru n .re v ; ~
i f  (v e rs id  > 21) o th e r  » 3 ;(' e ls eo th e r  -  2;fo r  ( i  ■  0; i  < ru n .n  samp; i++)fw r i te ( ( c h a r  * )6 d a tT i]r s iz e o f(u n s ig n e d ) , o th e r + run .n_chan , d _ f ile )  f c lo s e (d  f i l e ) ;
)
*
* h t r t s t . c T . R . G o w R e v i s e d  1 0 / 1 5 / 8 8
* uses library routines in TERMIO.LIB, TPD_DEV.LIB
*
* 9/88 - fixed screen page switching to prevent blanking on EGA.
*
*/
)include "termio.h"
(include "tds__dev.hM
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  > * * * * * *
* constants and global variables
*************  > * * * * * * * * *******************  j
3tatic int heatlvl * 0/
3tatic int const temp ■ 0;
3tatic int hold^Tnit - 0; 
static int cur__temp; 
static int end_temp; 
static int ht_rate;
(define SAMPRATE 1000
static save_flag « 0/ 
static learn_£lag • 0;
/n***********************************************
* function prototypes for htrtst program ***********************************************/
void  i n i t i a l i z e ( v o i d ) ; void  se tu p  s c re e n (v o id ) ; vo id  sho w_EempJhtr (void) ; vo id  process_c5d  (v o id ); vo id  save h trv a l_ o n  (void) / vo id  savonbtrvil_o£i  (v o id ); vo id  o££set_ learn_on  (v o id ); vo id  o££e§tJLoarn_o££(void) / v o id  s e t_ h tr  lv l ( v o id ) /  vo id  get~hol3_tem p (v o id ); vo id  m aintain_tem p (v o id ); vo id  se tup  rainjp (v o id ) ; vo id  rarnp^Eemp (void) / vo id  view er amp (void) ; vo id  change^htr_j>arma (void) / vo id  shutdown (v o id ) ;v o id  s e tu p jp lo t(u n s ig n e d  stim e, unsigned  stomp,unsigned e tim e, unsigned etem p);
/*********************************** 
program ~ top level
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *********^
void main(int argc, char *argv[])
{ initialize(); 
setup__screen () ; 
start__timer (SAMPRATE) ;
while (1)
{ syncroniz(); 
a how_t emp^ht r (); 
process_cmd() ;
if (const_temp) maintain__temp();
)
)
********************** *************************
* medium level proce*3 task functions
********************** *iJw*** ****** * ***************  f
oid ini lize(void)
{ set tc_chan(0, 3) ; 
hol3_htr(0, 0, 0) ; 
heater off();
)
oid setup_screen(void) 
(
fdefine CMD ROW 12
♦define cmd~c o l 20
♦define W A R M  ROW 10
♦define HPARM COL 45
♦define LT ROW 15
♦define LT~COL 4
♦define n t i > r o w 17
♦define RMP~COL 6
♦define STAT ROW 22
♦define STAT~COL 8
int offs, gain, ti, td;
vid mode(0, 0, 1);
aet_scrn_ 
print f ("" 
printf(" 
printf<" 
printf(" 
printf(" 
printf(" 
print f (" 
printf(" 
printf<" 
printf(" 
printf("
curs(CMD_R0W - 1 0 ,  0 ) ;
s - save controller output \n");
0 - learn offset profile \n");
1 - set constant heater level \n”);
t - maintain constant sample temperature \n"); 
p - set heater controller parameters \n") 
r - initialize sample temperature ramp \n ,, 
v - view last temperature ramp \n") ;
\n");
q - quit ")/
\n\n ");
Enter command - ");
g e tJh tr jp a n n s  ( ' m ', to f f s ,  tg a in , 4 t i ,  4 td ) ;
2
set_acrn_cura <H?ARM_ROW, HPARM_COL) ; 
printf(" holding gain * Id", gain);
aet_acrn_curs (HPARM_ROW ♦ 1, HPARW_COL) ; 
printf (" integral time « %d", ti);
aet_acrn_curs (HPARM__ROW + 2, HPARM__COL) ; 
printf (" derivative time « Id", td);
get__htr_parms (' h' , Aoffs, Again, Ati, Atd) ; 
aet^acrn^curs (HPARM_ROW + 3, HPARM__COL) ; 
printf(" ramping gain * Id", gain);
aet_acrn_cura (HPARM_ROW ♦ 4, HPARM_COL); 
printf (" integral time * Id", ti) ;
aet_acrn_cura (HPARM_ROW ♦ 5, HPARM_COL); 
printf (" derivative time - Id", td) ;
)
id ahow temp_htr(void)
atrt_tc_conv(); 
tc_in_buf(); 
cur_temp • avgtemp(); 
aet~acrn cura(22, 40); 
printf("f4d K 13d ",
(cur temp ♦ 5) / 10, heatlvl);
id proceaa_cmd <void)
set acrn cura (Cl® ROU, CMD COL ♦ 5); 
unwrite(CHORD*, 5>® COL);"
•w itch  (toiowerichk Ebd() ) }
(
oaae HOICK Ys
return;
CAM ' a' i •awe htrval_on(); 
breaC; "
ceee * 0 # 1 offaet_iearn_on 0 ;  
b r e a k *
caae ' i '  t • e t_ h tr _ lv l(); 
break; ”
caae *t* j get _ho1d_t omp (); 
bteak;
caae ' r' i aetup^ramf ‘); 
break!
caae CTRL2 t ramp tempo ;
brea?
caae ' V# 1 view ramp() ; 
breal;
caae * p r s change_htr _parma (); 
break;*
caae ' r  < ahutdown(); 
e x i t (0);
d efa u lt
return;
»
>
r e s e t _ t i m e r  () ;
/, .d save_htrval_on (void)
{ if (save_flag)
{ a ave__ht rva.l_o f f () ;
)else
{ aave_flag - 1;
set acrn cura(STAT_ROW, 15)/ 
print f ("SAVE")/
}
}
/oid a ave_ht rva l_o f f (void)
{ aave^Jflag ■ 0/ 
end_ramp_save (); 
set~scrn__curs (3TAT ROW, 15)/ 
print f (" ")/ ~
)
v d o f f s e t  le a rn  on(void)
i f  ( le a rn _ fla g )
( o f f s e t_ le a m _ o f f  () /
)e ls e
( le a m _ f la g  » 1/
s e t  a c r n  cu rs(S T A T  ROW, 6 ) ;
p r i n t f ( "LKARN") ;  “
>
)
void offaet_learn_off (void)
( learn^flag - 0;
1 earn__raode__off()/
aet—acrn_cura (STAT_ROW, 6) /
printf(" ")/
>
\  .d s e t  h t r  lv l(v o id )
s e t  s c m  c u r s ( L T  ROW, LT_COL + 4 0 ) ;  
u n w r i t* (T v  ROW, Et  COL);
const_temp ■■ 0;
heatlvl * kbd_int("Heater level”, 0, 4095); 
heater on(heatlvl);
old get_hold_temp(void)
{
set_scrn__curs(LT__ROW, LT_COL + 40); 
unwrite(LT_ROW, LTjCOL);
const^temp * 10 * kbd_int ("Desired sample temperature (K)", 77, 
hold_Tnit ** 1;
>
oid maintain_temp'void)
( static p_con_temp; 
int hr, err;
if (hold_j»nit)
<
hr « (cur_temp < conat_temp) ? 25 : -25; 
strt_r amp__htr (cur_temp, hr); 
hold_init *0;
)
err * const temp - cur_terap; 
if (err < -300 || err > 300)
heatlvl ■ ramp_htr (get_time () , cur_temp}; 
else ~
heatlvl ■ holdjhtr (get_time (), cur_temp, const_temp);
old setup_ramp (void)
{
set scrn curs(BMP ROW + 3, 80); 
unwrite(RMP ROW, RMP COL);
end__temp ■ To * kbd_Tnt ("Ramp end temperature (K)w, 77, 1470) 
aet_acm_curs (RMPJROW + 1, RMP COL);
ht_rate - kbd_int7" heating rate (K/s) ", 1, 50);aet_3crn_curs (RMP_ROW + 2, RMP_COL) ;*
set_scrn_curs (RMP_ROW + 3, RMP_COL) ;
printf(" (Hit AZ to start, AX to cancel)");
/oid ramp temp(void)
unsigned temp, time, end-time; 
temp - cur_temp;
end_time «~10 * ((end_temp - temp) / ht rate);
&
%
1470);
t
if (aave__flag) begin^ramp^aave () ; 
if (learn_flag) learn_mode_on(); 
strt_ramp_htr(temp, ht_rate); 
time * get_time();
while(chk_kbd() !• CTKLX && time < end time 44 temp < end temp)
{ syncroni2 ()/ 
tc_in_buf(); 
temp * avgtemp(); 
ramp_htr(time, temp);
a tr t_ tc _ c o n v  () ; a c m jp tT t  ime, tem p); tim e ■  g e t_ tim e () ;
)h e a te r_ o ff  ( ) ;
i f  (aave__flag) a a v e _ h trv a l_ o ff() ; i f  ( le a rn _ fla g ) offaet^JLearn^off () ;
aetup screen();
s e t u p _ p l o t  ( 0 ,  t e m p ,  e n d _ t i m e ,  e n d _ t e m p ) ;
roid view ramp(void)
vid mode(1, 1, 0); 
while(chk kbd() —  NOKEY); 
vid mode(*ZF, 0, 0);
*/
)
/oid change_htr^parma (void)
( int offa, hg, hti, htd, rg, rti, rtd;
get_Jitr_parma(' m', 4offa, 4hg, 4hti, 4htd);
aet_acrn_cura (HP ARM ROW, HP ARM COL) ;
hg * kbd~int2 ("holding gain - ", 0, 40, hg);
aet_acrn cure<HPARM_ROW + l, HPARM_COL);
hti~» kb3_int2(" "“integral time ~ ", 1, 20000, hti);
aet_acrn cur a (HPARM_ROW + 2, HPARM_COL) ;
htd ■ kb3_int2(" derivative time - ", 1, 10000, htd);
aet^htr^parma('m', offa, hg, hti, htd);
getjhtrjparma('h', 4offa, 4rg, 4rti, 6rtd);
aet_acrn_cura (HPARM ROW 4- 3, HPARM_COL) ;
rg * kbd int2("ramping gain - ", 0, 40, rg);
aet_3crn“~cura (HPARMJROW 4- 4, HPARMjCOL);
rti * kb3 int2(" “"integral time ~ ", 1, 20000, rti);
aet a c m  cura (HP ARM ROW 4- 5, HP ARM COL);
rtd“* kb3_int2(" derivative time ~ ", l, 10000, rtd);
aet htrjparma('c', offa, rg, rti, rtd);
*3
set_htr_parms<'h', offs, rg, rti, rtd); 
update_htr_parms () ;
'oid shutdown(void)
{ heater_off () / 
vid_mode(0, 0, 0);
)
roid setup_plot(unsigned stime, unsigned stamp,
unsigned etime, unsigned etemp)
unsigned t; 
vidjmode(1, 1, 1) /
scrn_scale(stime, stamp, etime, etemp); 
scrn^line(stime, stamp, etime, etemp);
for (t - (stenp + 999)/1000; t <« etemp/1000; t++) 
scrn_line (stime, t*1000, etime, t*1000);
}
<
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taketpd.c T.R.Gow Revised 10/15/88
performs data acquisition and temperature control for 
temperature programmed desorption experiments.
uses library routines in TERMIO.LIB, TD5_DEV.LIB, TPDFILE.L^B
8/88 - added capability to take total pressure data and store 
as MS channel run.n_chan + 1.
6/88 - added run parameter file to provide default values 
for run information from last stored run.
Include "tds_dev.h" 
include "termio.h" 
include "tpdfile.h"
************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* global data storage areac*********************************** j
JN INFO run;
A.TA__PT dat [MAXSAMP ] ;
fine PARAMFILE "runparm"
*************************************************
* function prototypes for taketpd program ************************************************* /
oid get_run info (void);
oid setup pTot (void);
oid hold_?or_doee (int dtemp);
nt tds (void) 7 
oid save_data (void); 
oid read~run_parms (void); 
oid writejcun_parms (void);
***********************************
* program - top level
* * * v * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > /
oid main (void)
(
vid_mode(0, 0, 1); 
getjnmjLnfo ();
hold_for_dose (run. dos_teoqp);
printf ("\n\n %d sync errors ” 
heater off();
/ *  display text and clear screen */ 
/* get input info from keyboard */
/* wait for dose */
tds ());
S S
while (chk_kbd() «■ NOKEY); /* wait for key to go on */
vid_mode(0, 0, 1); / *  clear screen */
save data();
* medium level process task functions *************************************************^
oid get_runjLnfo (void) 
{
int i;
/* prompts for run information to be input 
from keyboard * /
read jcun_parms ();
run.vers ■ VERSION; run.rev ■ REVISION;
clr_scrn ();
rd__date (&run • mon, &run • day, &run • yr); 
rd""time(6run.hr, & run. min);
prTntf ("Enter run information for TPD run at %d:%02d on %d-%d-%d\n" 
run.hr, run.min, run.raon, run.day, run.yr ); 
run.rnumb ■ kbd_int2 ("run number 1, 99, run.rnumb);
kbd_str2("substrate 15, run.subs, run.subs);
kbd_str2("gas(es) , 15, run.gas, run.gas);
run.dose ■ kbdjLnt2("dose (ii*10Q) 0, 10000, run.dose);
run.dos_temp * 10 * kbd_int2 ("dose temperature (K)
77, 1400, run.dos_temp / 10); 
run.strt_temp ■ 10 * kbd int2 ("start~temperature (K) ,
77, 1?00, run.strt_temp / 10); 
run. end^temp * 10 * kbd int2 ("end temperature (K)
77, T400, run.end_temp / 10); 
run.ht_rate ■ kbd_int2("heating rate""(K/s) -",
"" 1, 30, run.ht rate);
run.n__samp « 0;
run.n_chan * kbd_int2 ("number of MS data channels -",
"" 1, MAXCHAN, run.n_chan) ;
run.sarap_rate - kbd_int2 ("samples per channel (/sec) -",
1, 50, run.samp__rate);
run.ms_range - kbd_int2 ("MS range - ", 0, 12, run.ms_range) ;
for (i * 0; i < run.n chan; i++)
{
printf("\rEnter information for MS channel %d ", i+1); 
run. ms_chan [ i ] .mass * kbd_int2 (" mass -",
1, 100, run.ms_chan[i] .mass);
run.ms_chan[i] .gain • kbd_int("gain", 0, 1000); 
run.ms chan[i] .offs - kbdTint("offset", 0, 1000);
)
r u n . m s _ c h a n  [ r u n . n _ c h a n  ] . m a s s  *  0 ;  / *  m a s s  0  i s  t o t a l  p r e s  a u r a  * /
d
{
setupjplot (void) /* sets up run time graphics screen with
temperature scale and line showing desired temp program
int t;
vid_mode(l, 1, 1) ;
scrn_scale(run.strt_temp, 0, run.end_temp, ADJMAX) / 
scrn_line (run.strt_temp, 0, run.end_temp, AD__MAX); 
for Tt ■ (run.start temp + 999)/1000; t <- run.end temp/1000; t++) 
scrn_line(t*1007, 0, t*1000, AD MAX); “
)
oid hold_£or_dose (int dtemp) /* maintains desired sample temperature
during dosing * /
(
int atemp, mschn, ms_d±sp__tim;
prtntf("\n\n\nHolding for dose at %d K ", dtemp/10) ; 
printf("\n (Hit AZ to start run)\n\n");
set_tc_chan (0, 3) ; 
start_t±mer (1200); 
while (chfcJcbdO !- CTRLZ)
( atemp - get_temp ();
X
hold htr(dtemj'temp, get time());
/ printf("\r c~ap *%4d", (atemp +5) / 10);
syncron iz  ( ) ;ms_disp tim  * (++ms d isp_ tim ) % 200; i f  (ms H isp tim  “  "ff) ~
{ ~mschn -  (++mschn) % run .n_chan; s e t  ms chan (mschn) ;
) ~get_m s_data ( ) ;
>
>
nt tds(void)
int n, chn, temp, s_time, e_time, syncerr * 0; 
int rangebase, rangemult; ~
setup jplot ();
rangebase • run.ms—range ♦ 3;
for (n ■ run.ms sens; n > 1; n /- 10) — rangebase; 
rangebase « ■  1?;
n
{
sat_tc_chan (0, run. n^chan); 
sat^ms^chan (0);
st art__t imar {run. n_chan * ran. aaxnp rata * 60); 
atrt _r amp_htr (run.strt_tamp, run.Kt_rata) ; 
a_tima » gat tima();
a_tima ■ s_tTma + 10 * ((run.and_tamp - run.strt_temp) / run.ht_rate); 
do
{ n * run.n_samp++;
for (chn ■ 0; chn < run.n chan; chn++)
( if (syncroniz ()) r;yncarr++; 
tc_in buf ();
dat [nT*ms [chn] - gat ma_data () + rangabasa; 
satjms^chan ((chn+1) f run .n_chan) ; 
scrn_scala (run. strt tamp, 07 run. end^texnp, AD_MAX); 
a c r x f j p t  (tamp, dat [nT.ms [chn] 6 OxOFFF);
>
dat [n] .ma [run• n_chan] ■ gat_ig_data ();
dat[n] .tima ■» gat_tima(); 
tamp - dat[n].tamp - avgtamp();
scrn_scala (s_time, run. atrt_tamp, a_t ima, run. and_temp); 
acrnjpt (dat [n] .tima, dat [nfTtamp); 
ramp htr(dat[n].tima, dat[n].tamp);
)whila (chkJcbdO !- CTRLX
66 dat[n].tamp < run.and_tarap
aa dat[n].tima < a_tima);
raturn ayncarr;
*oid sava_data (void) /* atoraa TPD run data on floppy disk */
{ char f_nam(15];
printf ("\n\nStora tha data ? "); 
if (gatchaO “  fn#) raturn; 
maka_f nam (f jnam); 
rita tpd(fjnam);
print?("\n\nbata is storad in fila %s\n\n", f_nam); 
writa^run^parms ();
)
roid raad_run_parms (void)
PILE *p_fila;
if ((p fila - fopan(PARAMFZLE, "rb")) —
F ?
NOLL)
p r in t f ( " \ n  * * * *  e x i t (1);
c a n 't  f in d  run param f i l e \ n " ) ;
£ io a d ((c h a r  * )«run , s iz e o f  ru n , 1, p _ f i l a ) ; f c lo a e ( p _ f i l e ) ;
>id w rite_run_parm 3(void)
{
)
FILE *p_file;
p_file - fop«n(PARAMFILE, "id)");
fwrita((char *)Srun, aizaof run, 1, p_fil«);
fclosa(p_fil«);
*
*
vplta.c T.R.Gow
/*
revised 8/17/88
*
it
it
it
it
it
*/
retrieves tds datafile allows for scaling and for smoothing of 
data and plots on screen or plotter.
uses routines in TERMIO.LIB, TPDFILE.LIB, HPPLOT.LIB
8/88 - created from vplt2.c and changed to plot autorange 
data. All data is manipulated as real numbers.
include <tpdfile.h> 
include <termio.h> 
include <math.h> 
include <ctype.h> 
include <string.h>
*
***************************4 4 ******
* input data storage area ***********************************/
tiN INTO run;
ATA_PT dat[MAXSAMP];
************************************** 
global data storage area
H / t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
har plot_dev[16] - "C0M1";
nsigned min_teap * 300; /* initial values for axes scales */
nsigned max^temp *■ 1000; 
ong u.ux_ms - 50000;
har activf±l(16]; 
nt versid;
ouble peakjht [MAXCHAN + 1]; /* storage area for peak locations */
ouble peak~temp (MAXCHAN + 1 ] /
nt chn;
nt strt_JLx, end ix, dat compres; 
ouble gain ■ 1.7; 
ouble offs ■ 0.0; 
nt smooth " 3 ;
ong raw_dat (MAXSAMP / 2];
nt sn; /* storage area for smoothed data */
Ouble smooth temp [MAXSAMP / 2];
Ouble smoothjdat(MAXSAMP / 2]; 
l^ *tble raw dat minf raw dat max;
**********************************
* program - top iovol
/
9o
a a in 'a rg c , argv) in t  a rg c ;^har * a rg v [];
{ vid mode(0 f 0, 1)/ 
read__data () ;
for (/;) process_cand ();
/************************************************ 
* medium level process task functions *** ********************************************/
3«tup_acr«en()
(
Idafina MENU ROW 1
Idafin* MENU-COL 0
Idafin* CMD low 5
Idafin* CMD-COL 68
Idafina FILl_ROW 14
Idafin* FILE COL 5
Idafina AXES INF ROW 17
Idafin* AXES-INF-COL 14
Idafina CURV-INF-ROW 17
Idafin* CURV INF COL 50
Idafin* PLOTDEV_ROW 23
Idafin* PLOTDEV_COL 27
vid mode(0, 0, 1);
set scrn 
print f <"* 
printf(" 
printf (" 
printf<" 
printf(" 
printf (" 
printf(" 
printf(" 
printf(" 
printf(*
curs (MENU_ROW, MENU COL);
r -““retrieve Hat a file \n"); 
s - scale data \n");
1 - set plot axis limits \n") 
d - set plotter device \nN); 
a - plot axes on plotter \nN) 
p - plot data on plotter \n") 
v - view data on screen \n”); 
\n")/
q - quit \n");
\n") /
eet_scrn_curs <CMD_ROW, CMD COL - 18); 
printf ("““Enter command - "T;
set scrn curs (FILE ROW, FILE COL); 
printf ("3ata file:~%s ““ ", activfil);
eet_acm curs (FXLEJROW, FILE_COL + 31); 
printf ("Td aau ““Peak max: %.0f at %.0f K
run.ms_chan[chn] .mass, peakjfet [chn], peak
set_scrn curs (AXESJtNF_ROW + 0, AXES_INr_COL - 
printf ("Xxes scale~info") /
eet_acrn_cura (AXES_INF__ROW + 1, AXES_INF COL) / 
printf ("starting tiisp •  %u", min_temp); ““
n
t
tamp[chn]) 
4);
set_scrn_curs (AXES_INF ROW ♦ 2, AXES_INF_COL) / printf (’ending temp - Yu", max__temp) / 
set_3crn_curs (AXES_INF_ROW + 3, AXES_INF_COL) ; 
printf("MS full scale ~ %li”, max_msT;
set_scrn_curs (CURVJENF ROW + 0, CURV__INF_COL - 4); 
printf("Curve scale info”); ~
set_scrn_curs (CURV_INFJt\OW + 1, CURV INF COL); 
printf("gain - %.0f", gain); ""
set_rcrn_curs (CURV INF_ROW + 2 , CURV INF COL); 
printf("offset (%%7 - %.0f", 100,0 * offs / max_ms) 
set_scrn_curs (CURVJENF ROW + 3f CURV_INFjCOL); 
printf ("smoothing - %d?r, smooth);
set_scrn_curs (PLOTDEV_ROW, PL0TDEVJ30L) ; 
printf ("Plotter device - %s", plot""dev) ;
rocess cmd()
int cma, i;
set_scrn curs (CMD ROW, CMDjCOL + 4) ; 
unwrite (<5m D_ROW, (5md_COL) ; 
cmd « get_keye ();
switch (tolower (cmd))
{
case NOKEY: return;
case 'r' : read data(); 
brealc;
case 's' : seal data(); 
brealc;
case '1' : seal plot(); 
break;
case 'p's plot data(); 
brealc;
case 'd' : plotterjdev(); 
break; ~
case 'a' j plot axes(); brealc;
case 'v' : view data (); brealc;
case 'q' ; clr_scrn(); endjplot (); 
exit(0);
)
>
^djdmtaO
{ char newfil[l6]; 
int i, jf maxchn;
set_scrn_curs (FILE^ROW, FILE_COL) / 
kbd_str2 ("data filet", 15, newfil, activfil) / 
if Istrcmpi (newfil, activfil) !■» 0)
( read tpd(newfil);
versTd ■ 10 * run.vers 4- run.rev;
if (versid < 20)
{ set_scrn_curs (FILE_ROW + 4, FILE_COL); 
printf(" * * * * * *  incompatible file format * * * * * *  n ) •
printf<"%c%c%c%c%c", BELL, BELL, BELL, BELL, BELL); 
read_tpd(activfil);
}else
{ strcpy(activfil, newfil); 
find_temp range(); 
for (i ■ 7; i < run.n_chan; i*t+- 
( find_datarrange (i); 
smooth data(i);
}if (versid > 21)
( find_data_range (run«n_chan); 
smooth data (run «n chan);
)
)
}
vid__mode(0, 0, 1); 
show^run^info ();
raaxchn * run.njchan 4- (versid > 21);
chn - kbd_int2 ("\n\n\n Enter channel number - ",
~~ 1, max chn, chn 4* 1) - 1;
findjdatarrange (chn);
setup screen();
)
how_run_in f o ()
( int i;
clr_scm();
printf ("\n\n\nData for TFD run %d taken at %d:%02d on %d/%d/%d\n" 
run.r numb, run.hr, run.min, run.mon, run.day, run.yr);
printf ("\n Dosed %0.2f L of %s on %s at %d K\n",
(float)run.dose/100, run.gas, run.subs, run.dos temp/10);
printf ("\n Heated from %d to %d K at %d K/s",
run. strtjtemp / 10, run • end_temp / 10, run.ht_rate);
if (run.ms_sens •» 0) run.ms sens * 1;
printf ("\n~ MS range is %d wTth sensitivity %d mv full scale\n", 
run.ms range, run.ms_sens);
’  93
%d amuN
for
{
(i ■ 0/ i < run.n_chan; i++)
printf("\n\nMass spec channel %d - ", 
i + 1, run.ms_chan[i] .mass) / 
printf("\n peak height is %.0f at %.0f K",
peak_ht[i], peak_temp[i])/
if (versid > 21)
printf("\n\nTotal pressure peak height is %.0f at %.0f K 
peak_ht [ run, n_chan ], peak_temp [ run. n_chan)) /
)
lotter_dev ()
{ set_scrn_curs (PLOTDEV ROW, PLOTDEV COL) /
kbd_str2 ("plotter device , 15, pTot_dev, plot_dev) /
a^t^plot dev (plot_dev) ;
}
caljplot ()
( int i;
unsigned kbd uint2()/ 
long kbd_lint2();
set_acrn_curs (AXES_INF_ROW + 1, AXES_INF COL);
min^temp ■ kbd uint2 (Starting temp Jo, 1050, min_temp) ;
set_scrn_curs <AXES_INF_ROW + 2, AXES_INF COL);
max""temp""« kbd uint2 ("ending temp 25?, 1250, max_temp);
set~scrn_curs (AXES_INF_ROW + 3, AXES_INF COL);
max~m* kbd_lint27"MS"~full scale -"7 SOL, 9999999L, max_ma)
find_temp_range (); 
find""dat arrange (chn);
)
cal_data()
(
set^scm curs (CURV_INF ROW ♦ 1, CURV INF COL);
gain - (Houble) kbd~int7 ("gain -", 1,~100?, (int) gain);
set scrn curs (CURV^INF ROW + 2, CURV INF COL);
offs - (double)kbd_int?("offset (%) -50, 100, (int)offs)
offs ■ offs * max ms / 100.0;
set_scrn_curs (CUR? INF_ROW + 3, CURV INF COL);
smooth «~"kbd int2(^smoothing 1, ?, smooth);
)
d temp range()
(
register int i, j, k; 
double tsum;
for (i ■ 0; i < run .n_aamp; i++)
{ if (dat[i].temp / 10 < min_temp) strt ix ■ i; 
if (dat[ij .temp / 10 < max_temp) end_Tx « i;
>
dat_comprea - 1 + (end_ix - atrt_ix) / (MAXSAJMP / 2); 
an ■ (end_ix - atrt^ixT / iat_comprea;
for (i • 0, k ■ strt ix; i < an; i++)
{ taum * 0.0;
for (j * 0; j < dat^comprea; j++)
{ taum +* dat[k++].temp;
)amooth_temp [ i] « taum / (10 * dat comprea);
)
)
a t r t _ i x  -  a n d _ i x  *  0 ;
rind dat arrange (chan) 
int chan;
{ ragiatar int i, j, k; 
int max__ix * 0; 
int min~ix ■ 0; 
long m sjP P r *** ( ) , da urn;
for (i ■ 0, k - atrt ix; i < an; i++)
{
daum * 0;
for (j ■ 0; j < dat compras; j++)
{ daum +* aajppraaa (dat [k++] .ma [chan]);
raw_dat[i] ■ daum / dat_compraa;
if (raw_dat[i] < raw_dat [min_ix]) min_ix ■ i; 
if (raw"”dat [ij > raw""dat [max~ix]) max“ix ■ i;
) “ 
rawjdat_min ■ raw_dat [minJLx]; 
raw~dat~max ■ rawjdat [max~ixj ;
if (chan “  run.n_chan) ramova— ig^apikoa ();
cemove_ig_apikea ()
f
fdafina BADPTS 4
int i, j, expo, prev_expo;
prav axpo ■ (dat [0] .ma[run.n chan] »  12) 6 0x0001";
“ V
( expo * (dat [ij .ms [run.n_chan] »  12) 6 OxOOOF; 
if (expo !« prev__expo)
for (j - 1; j <- BADPTS; j44)
raw_dat [i / dat_corapres - j] ■ rawjdat[i / dat_compres] ; 
prev_expo * expo;
}
)
f o r  ( i  -  a t r t _ i x  4  d a t _ c o m p r e s  * B A D P T S ; £  < e n d _ _ ix ;  i 4 4 )
nooth_data (chan) 
int char.;
{ register int i, j; 
int min__ix, max ix; 
double wt_fact [5*1], tot_wt; 
double daum;
wt_fact[smooth] ■ 1;
for (i ■ 0; i < smooth; i44)
{ wt_fact (smooth - (i + 1) ] » wt fact [smooth 4 (i 4 1) ]
■ wt fact[smooth - iT * 0.7;
)for (i ■ 0; i <« 2 * smooth; i44) tot_wt 4- wt_fact [i];
min_ix - max_ix - smooth;
for (i - smooth; i < sn - smooth; £44)
< daum -0.0;
for (j - -smooth; j <« smooth; j44)
{ daum +■ raw dat[i 4 j] * wt fact[j 4 smooth];
}smoothjdat [i] - offs 4 gain * (dsum / totjwt - raw dat join); 
if (smoothjdat [i] < smoothjdat[min__£x]) min_ix - T; 
if (smooth dat[i] > smooth""dat [max ix]) max~"ix - i;
> ~ ~ ~  ~ for (i ■ 0; i < smooth; £44)
{ smoothjdat [i] - smooth dat [smooth];
smoothjdat [sn - (i 4 if] - smooth dat[sn - (smooth 4 1)];
)
peak_ht (chan] - (smooth dat [max__ix] - smoothjdat [min__ix]) / gain 
peak_temp[chan] - amootK_temp [max_JLx];
iew_data()
t
int £;
vid_mode(l, 1, 1); 
view_temp();
%
viev_dat (chn);
while (chkjcbd<) —  NOKEY) ; 
setup screen();
lot data()
plot_dat (chn) / 
plot~runid();
lot axes()
startjplot (); 
plot axis();
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* data view functions *******************************/
w temp() /* plots actual and desired temperature program */
int i;unsigned s_temp, e_terap;
sjtemp ■ anan.start_temp + (dat (start ix] .time / 10) * run.ht_rate; 
ejtemp ■ arun.start~temp + (dmt[end_Tx] .time / 10) * run.htjrate;
)
scrn_acale (min_temp * 10, sjtemp, max_temp * 10, e_temp); 
scrn~line (s_temjp, sjtemp, e~temp, e^temp) / *”
for (i - ( min temp + 99)/100; i <■ max__temp/100; i++) 
scrn_lineTi*1000, s_temp, i*1000, e_temp);
for (i ■ sta^JLx; i <* end ix; i++)
scamjpt (a_temp ♦ ((dat [iT.time - dat(strt_ix) .time) / 10) 
*" * run.ht rate, dat[i].temp);
/iew_dat (ch) /* plots the mass spec data for the desired channel */ 
int ch;
( int i;
long msj»press ();
scarn_seale_r ((double)min_temp, 0.0, (double) max_temp, (double) maxims); 
for (i ■ start ix; i < end ix; i++)
9?
)•crnpt r((doubla)dat(i].tamp / 10.0, offs + gain * (fdoubla)ms_j>presa (dat [i] .ms [ch]) - raw_dat_min)) ;
smooth_data(ch);
for (i*“« 0; i < an - 1; i++)scm_lina_r(smooth_tamp[i], amooth_dat[i],
— ~ smooth tamp C i ♦ 1 ], "*smooth_dat [ i + 1 ]) ;
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* data plotting functions **************************************^
lot_axis <)
< int ntic, t;
doubla ma_max, tamp_min, tamp_max, tic[15] /  
ma_max ■ (doubla)max ms;tamp_min - ((doubla)min_tamp - 0 .05  * <max_tamp - min_tamp)) / 
tamp“max - ((doubla)max~tamp 4- 0 .0 5  * <max_tamp - min_t«®P));
a a t_ p lo t_ a isa (" h " , 1 . 2 ,  1 . 4 ,  9 . 2 ,  6 . 6 ) ;  
s a t p l o t - s c a la  (tamp m in, 0 . 0 ,  tamp max, ms_max); 
s a la c t_ p a n (1 ) ;  — “
plot_box(tam p_m in, 0 . 0 ,  tamp max, ms_max); 
p a n jp o s( (tamp~min + tamp maxT /  2 . 0 , ~ 0 . 0 ) ; 
plot_labal("T®ffBRATOW t TK)", 2 . 0 ,  0 . 0 ,  - 7 . 5 ,  - 1 . 5 ) ;  
pan_pos(tam p min, ms max /  2 . 0 ) ;  
p l o l_ l a b a l ( "Hass SFS€", 2 . 0 ,  9 0 . 0 ,  - 4 . 5 ,  1 . 0 ) ;
s a la c t j p a n ( 2 ) ;
for (ntic - 0; ntic < 10; ntie++) tic (ntic] - ms max * ntic / 10.0; 
plot yaxia(tamp_min, 0.0, u_max, ntic, tic, 0, u.0); 
tie (in ■ ms autT ”plot_yaxia(?amp_min, ma_max, ma_max, l, tic, 0, 1.0);
for (ntic - 0 , t ■ (tamp_min 4- 99) / 100; t <- tamp_max / 100; t4-4-) 
tie(ntie+4>] ■ t * lOOTO; ”plot xaxi«(0.0, tamp min, tampjaax, ntic, tic, 0, 1.0);
>lot dat(ch) 
in? ch;
( • aalact_pan(l);
smooth_data(ch);
plot_curv(an - 1, smooth_tamp, smoothjdat, 0); 
panjJoa(0.0, 0.0); “
>lot runid() 99
